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ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND. DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT.
Volume 17 Collegeville, Pa.3 Thursday, January 7, 1892. Whole Number : 864.
J  W. ISOYF.lt, M. 1>.,
Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly 
opposite Masonic Hall.
j y j  Y . W E R E R , M . D .,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, PA. Office Hours — Until 9 
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
j g  A . K 1U JS E X , M . D .,
Homeopathic Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours : — Until 
9 a, m.; 6 to 8 p. m.
Q  B . H O R N IN G , D .,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, PA. Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
D R . B . F .  P E A C E ,
Dentist,
811 DeKALB St., NORRISTOWN, Pa. 
Branch Office— Collegeville—Tuesday, every 
week. Gas administered.
Q h e a p e s tÍ D e n tis t  in  N orristow n .
N. S. Bomeman, D. D. S.,
209 Sw ede Str e et , (first house
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. 
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide 
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the 
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from 
$5 to $10. English and German spoken.
•g jD W A R D  E . L O N G ,
A ttorney-at-Law ,
and Notary P ublic . Settlement of Estates a 
Specialty. Also general Real Estate Business.
Of f ic e :—415 Swede Street opp., Court House. 
Residence  and E ven ing  Of f ic e :—North cor., 
Marshall & Stanbridge Sts., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
^ m ' S T I J S  W . B O  J I  B E R G E R ,
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
Land Title and Trust Co., Buildiug, Nos. 608 and 
610 Chestnut St.j Philadelphia.
Room 23. Take the Elevator. Practices also in 
Montgomery county. Norristown Address, 
507 West Main Street.
<& H E N D R IC K S ,
Atto r n ey s -  a t- Law.
NORRISTOWN a n d  COLLEGEVILLE.
All legal business attended to promptly. Also 
agents for first-class Stock Fire Insurance Com­
panies’. Mr. Hendricks will be at his College­
ville Residence every Tuesday all day.
J  M.  Z IM M E R M A N ,
Justice o f the Peace,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Legal Papers, Bonds, 
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements 
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate 
business generally attended to. The 
clerking of sales a specialty.
J O H N  S . I I U N S IC H E R ,
Justice of the Peace,
RAHN STATION, Pa. Conveyancer and Gen­
eral Business Agent. Clerking of Sales 
attended to. Charges reasonable.
T U  ML P E A R S O N ,
Auctioneer,
P h œ n i x v i l l e  P. O., Pa. Residence near Black 
Rock, Upper Providence. Will do ray best 
to fill every engagement satisfactorily.
E D W A R D  D A V ID ,P a in te r  an d
Paper-Hanger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. ^"Sam ples of paper 
always on hand.
D A V ID  B R O S .,P lu m b e r s ,
Gas and Steam  Fitters,
Offices :—1224 North 10th St., & 2816 German­
town Avenue, Philadelphia, Country work 
a specialty, Estjru&tes furnished.
R . W I S H E R ,
Practical Slater,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Always on hand roofing 
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt. All 
orders promptly attended to. Also on 
hand a lot of greystone flagging.
J  P . BO O NS,
Practical Slater.
RAHN STATION, P a . Dealer in every quality 
of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates. 
Send for estimates and prices.
n p iG E R  H O T E L ,JL F o u r t h  cV V in e  S ts . ,  P h i  lad a .
This old and popular hotel still furnishes the 
best accommodations fpj* pi an and beast. The 
bar always supplied w ith the best liquors and 
cigars. Rates : $1.50 per day ; from $4.50 to $6 
per week.
J. W. PLACE, P r o prieto r . 
J ohn  Gu nth er , Clerk.
J O S E P H  S T O N E ,
Carpet W eaver,
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL. Rag carpet woven 
In any style desired. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Good rag carpet for sale at reasonable prices.
J g E N J A M I N  C R O W T H E R ,
Rag Carpet & Rug W eaver.
LOWER PROVIDENCE P. O., Pa. Carpets for 
sale. Old Ingrain carpet cut and re-wove ; car­
pet laid ; carpet rags called for and carpet de­
livered .A ll orders by mail promptly attended 
tor Residence and Looms opposite the
Óld Shrawdér Mill
A G G IE  M A C G R E G O R ,
D ressm aker,,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Will take work at home 
or can he engaged by the week.
jy j - R S .  S . ! . .  P U G H ,
TRAPPE, P a . ,  Attends to laying out the ! 
dead, shroud-making, &c.
SIEVBAA P A P E R S .The different Philadelphia papers delivered 
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and 
Trappe, every Sunday morning.
HENRY YOST, News Agent.
Collegeville, Pa.
H o r s e  c l i p p i n g  !Horse clipping done in the best manner by an experienced hand at 
5no, PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL,
T l  W . S C H E I  R E V ,
Tonsorial
A R T I S T !
COLLEGEVILLE,
PENNA.
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, &c.
Ladies' Bang Cutting a Specialty. The 
Jjest establishment in town. 
f i ^ P a r l o r  O p p o s i t e  P o s t  O ff ic e .
W .
L . G E O R G E ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Smil ai Hair Calilas Parlor.
RAZORS PU T IN  FIRST -  CLASS O R D E R . 
Opp. G rlstock  Vanderslice's.
SC R A P  IR O N .Cash prices paid for Scrap Cast Iron, de­
livered at the foundry : Machine ca6t, 50 cents 
per 100 ; stove and plow cast, 25 cents per 100 ; 




I had, when a boy, always an inclina­
tion to be a soldier, and as 1 grew up 
this desire increased with my: growth.
My parents were not wealthy enough 
to send me to a military college, so I 
decided to enlist aud endeavor to ob­
tain a commission from the ranks. At 
the time I enlisted England was on 
the verge of a struggle, with Russia 
and recruiting was very brisk. I had 
no difficulty in passing the medical 
ordeal, and was allowed to choose my 
regiment. I chose the Ninety-second 
(the Gordon Highlanders), thinking 
that, being a crack fighting corps, it 
would most likely be one of the 
first to be sent to the front.
After joining my regiment and pass­
ing through three months’ recruit drill, 
the captain of my company, finding 
that I was better educated than the 
general run of recruits, and that I 
took great interest in my duties, 
recommended me for promotion, and I 
was made a “lance corporal,” my first 
step on the ladder of fame. I was 
proud, of it, and wrote to my parents 
such letters of hope 1 I almost pictured 
myself with the queen’s commission 
in my hand.
But such is not unusual with newly 
made noncommissioned officers. They 
don’t seem to think that they are like 
young bears, with all their troubles be­
fore them. I found later that I had a 
great deal of responsibility to contend 
with, although my rank as yet did 
not amount to much.
Nevertheless, the officers spoke of 
me as a promising “noncom,” and up 
to the time at which my narrative be­
gins I had given them no cause to 
think otherwise. But on the night of 
Dec. 31, 188—, I was within an ace of 
being caught tripping, and of being 
put back for a court martial.
Christmas in English regiments is 
the day set apart for feasting and 
merriment, blit the Scotch celebrate 
the new year. Discipline is relaxed to • 
a great extent on that day, and soldiers 
may do things then for which at any 
other time they would be severely 
punished.
On the morning of Dec. 31 I was de. 
tailed as corporal of a guard of three 
men. It was my first guard, and I 
mistrusted my ability to pull through 
this important duty without assistance. 
One of the privates of my guard was 
a veteran. He had been years in the 
service and had been formerly a color 
sergeant, but through intemperate 
habits had gradually been reduced to 
the ranks. This man volunteered to 
give me “pointers” and come to my 
assistance in case of need. I accepted 
his kind offer gladly, and resolved to 
bp as indulgent sis I possibly could 
with him apd his comrades during the 
twenty-four hours that we would have 
to remain on duty.
At about 3 o’clock in the afternoon 
—-everything had gone on without a 
hitch until then—this man, McDonald 
by name, came to me as I was sitting 
by the guardroom fire, and handing 
me a bottle, said :
“Have a sup out of this, .corporal. 
Don’t be afraid of it; it’s only whisky. 
I t ’ll do you good this cold weather 
and warm you up.”
“Why, McDonald,” I replied; “you 
ought to know better than to bring 
liquor into the gua:droom. You know 
very well it’s against the rules, and 
that you are going the right way tp 
get us all into trouble.”
“Not a bit of it,” he answered. 
“I t’s New Y"ear’s eve, corporal. When 
ybu’ve been in the regiment as long.as 
I have you’ll not be , so squeamish 
about such small matters as that. 
I ‘ve been eighteen years in the service 
and when 1 was a ‘noncom’ on guard 
of a New Year’s eve, I never objected 
to allowing the men have a wee taste, 
as long as they did not overdo it. 
Of course everybody knows it isn’t 
allowed to the guard, but bless your 
soul, corporal, i t’s winked at on New 
Year’s.
I did not like to be more severe 
with the men than was absolutely 
necessary, as I thought I might be-
come unpopular among them, so I 
asked him if that was the only bottle 
he had.
“Yes,” he replied, “and it’s only 
three parts full at that. My chum as 
fetched the dinner down brought it 
along from the mess.”
“Well, if that’s the case,” I said, “I 
will allow you to have it. I won’t 
take any myself, but you must put it 
away until to-night, after the orderly 
officer has been his rounds and all is 
quiet.”
I knew I was not justified in giving 
this permission, and if it leaked out I 
stood a good chance of getting into 
serious trouble, but I reasoned with 
'myself that three parts of a bottle of 
spirits between three men on a bitterly 
cold night would not be likely to hurt 
them, and that there was no possibility 
of its being found out.
The general routine of a guard is 
very monotonous. The privates be­
tween their turns of “sentry go,” the 
sentry being relieved eveiy two hours, 
are able to get an hour or two of 
sleep, but for the “noncom” this is 
out of the question. He has to post 
the sentries in their turns, attend to 
the gate and see to a hundred and one 
matters, more or less important, that 
helps to keep him employed.
There is always something stirring 
till 10 or 11 at night, but after that 
the time begins to hang very heavily. 
The only sounds that break the noctur­
nal silence are the steady tramp of the 
sentry at his post and the occasional 
snoring of the other members of the 
guard on the wooden guard bed.
On this New Year’s eve all went 
well until 8 in the. evening, when, 
while parading the relief sentry prior 
to posting him, I noticed that instead 
of holding himself as a soldier should 
on parade he appeared inclined to 
make light of the matter and was 
grinning all over his face. I reminded 
him that he was on parade and not in 
the regimental' canteen, and also that 
there was a prisoner’s room in the 
vicinity. This little hint had the de­
sired effect, inducing him to keep a 
straight face.
This incident, unimportant as it 
may appear, made me uneasy. I «had 
a presentiment that something was 
wrong, but what I could not tell. I 
fancied that the man, knowing it to be 
my first guard, was inclined to take 
advantage of me. I determined, if 
such was the case, I would exercise 
my authority.
At about 9 o’clock McDonald came 
to me for permission to fetch a bucket 
of water from the pump to drink. I 
gave him leave, requesting him to be 
quick about it, as the first “post” 
would sound in a few minutes and I 
would have to turn out the guard. He 
promised he would be back in a “jiff.”
He did not come back in a jiff.” At 
9:30 the “post” sounded with no sign 
of McDonald returning. Where had 
he gone ? Ordinarily it required but 
five minqtes to go to the pump and 
back and he had been away half an 
hour. There was nothing to do but 
turn out what remained of the guard, 
and to vow vengeance on the absentee 
on his return.
Ten o’clock and no McDonald. I 
was obliged to relieve the sentry with 
the remaining men out of turn. On 
entering the guardroom the man re­
lieved threw himself on the guard bed 
and was soon snoring like a grampus.
I took up a book and tried to read. I 
soon found this impossible. Mc­
Donald’s absence puzzled and worried 
me. I felt inclined to report the affair 
and have a search made for him. The 
man had so frequently been in trouble 
that I hesitated being the cause of 
getting any further punishment. So J 
resolved to give him a little more 
time to put in his appearance,
I got up to walk about and tried to 
question the sleeper. Finally I noticed 
that the sentry had not been pacing 
his beat for some time ; he, I thought, 
was taking too long a rest in the sentry 
box. I went out to see what was the 
matter with him. Oh ! horror ! There 
was my sentry stretched out on the 
ground on his back fast asleep, his 
rifle three feet from him. I kicked 
him to wake him, but to no purpose ; i 
he lay like a log. Then it dawned on 
me that my whole guard was drunk.
I did not know what to do. The 
only thing I could think of was to 
give the alarm and have the guard re­
lieved. But here a difficulty arose. I 
would myself . be made a prisoner and 
receive heavier punishment than the 
men for allowing liquor in the guard- 
room. I was responsible for every­
thing. If I did not report the state 
of affairs it would be sure to be found 
out, as the colonel had not yet come 
into barracks, and the orderly officer 
must visit the guard that night. I 
quickly resolved to get this man out 
of the way, post the remaining one 
and trust to luck.
I dragged him into the guardroom, 
pifehed him into a corner and tried to 
wake his comrade. He was in the 
same condition. I could get no sense 
out of him, but I could tell by the 
strong smell of spirits that come from 
him that he was as bad, if not worse,
than the other. My last chance 
seemed to have slipped away from me.
Here was a pretty kettle of fish. 
McDonald away, I knew not where, 
leaving me with two hopeless, drunken 
wretches, and no one on the post. 
Somebody must go on sentry to let 
the colonel in and challenge the order­
ly officer. But who f
In sheer desperation I caught hold 
of a rifle, and turning back the cuff of 
my great coat to hide the stripes, I 
went on the post myself. After an 
hour’s pacing to and fro, I heard foot­
steps outside the gate. I challenged :
“Halt 1 who comes there ?”
“Friend,” was the answer.
It was the colonel. I opened the 
gate, and getting into the shadow of 
it to prevent him recognizing me, he,d 
it open to let him pass in.
“Everything all right, sentry,” said 
he.
“All right, sir,” I replied, disguising 
my voice as well as I could.
“Good night, sentry, and a happy 
New Year to you.”
“The same to you, sir,” I answered, 
devoutly wishing I might have a happy 
one, but I had my doubts.
One danger passed. He had not 
noticed anything. But I had a greater 
one staring me in the face—the order­
ly officer. He was certain to come, 
and it was his duty to visit the sentry 
and inspect the guard. There was no 
telling at what time he might come 
around. My only chance lay in his 
coming late, so as to give McDonald a 
chance to come back before his visit, 
or the others time to steep off the 
effects of their spree.
I paced quickly to aud fro, feeling 
like a criminal awaiting his time to be 
led forth to the gallows. I felt I did 
not deserve this. I had always tried 
to do my duty, and had become quite 
popular. But now everything had 
turned against me. I would be sure 
to lose my stripes, and the chances 
were would have to serve a term of 
imprisonment with the wretches who' 
had brought this trouble on me. If 
that happened I might say goodby to 
tlje chance of a commission.
I was thinking this and a good deal 
more when I was startled by hearing 
Clank 1 Clank 1 Clank 1 The sound of 
a sword jolting in its scabbard. It 
was the orderly officer. My hair 
stood up on my head like wires, and 
the perspiration rolled down my face.
“Halt 1 Who comes there 1” I al­
most screamed.
- “Visiting rounds,” replied the ap­
proaching officer,
“Guards, turn out,” I yelled, know­
ing all the time that was impossible.
“Never mind the guards. Is every­
thing all right, sentry ?”
“All right, sir,” I replied, hardly 
able to believe my ears.
Then I heard his footsteps return­
ing toward the officers’ mess, and I 
knew I was safe. Jt was the laziest 
officer in the regiment, and one of the 
best, w'ho had taken the place of 
another, so as to allow him to go to a 
dance in the town, and this exchange 
saved me. The officer was too indo­
lent to inspect the guard.
The strain on my nerves was ter­
rible. 1 was obliged to walk about 
for an hour, even after all danger had 
passed, to regain my composure.
When I had restored myself to 
something like calmness I went to the 
pump, and fetching a bucket of ice 
cold water, brought the two men to a 
sense of duty with a portion of it. I 
then ushered them into the prisoners’ 
room.
At 5 a. m. McDonald put in his ap­
pearance. I sent him to join the 
others and turned the key on them all, 
After frightening them out of their 
wits for an hour or so, they begged 
and prayed of me to give them a 
chance, I let them out on condition 
that they wpuid hand me over what 
remained of the liquor. What was my 
astonishment when they exposed to 
my view seven full bottles and one 
half empty!
I don’t 1 think I ever enjoyed any­
thing half as much in my life as in 
breaking those bottles and seeing the 
liquor disappear in the turf in the 
rear of the guardhouse. The remain­
ing few hours passed away smoothly 
until‘I was relieved.
It was needless to add that ever 
afterward when, after this experience,
I was placed in charge of a guard I 
pever neglected to search every nook 
and corner of the guardhouse in 
search of concealed liquor.—Elmira 
Telegram.
T A LL  JANE.
“You don’t mean that’s Jane’s skirt, 
Mrs. Ward ?”
“Yes, I do,”
“Whj'( it’s larger than yourn.”
“I know it. She’s taller than I be. 
She’s grown all out of everything 
lately. I ’ve let down tucks and hems, 
an’ pieced at the top, an’ now her pink 
gingham is most up to her knees. I 
had to buy this new so she’d look de­
cent to go to school. Jane, come here 
a minute.”
Then Jane came in hesitatingly,
Her small head, with its mat of fair 
braids, drooped forlornly, her slender 
shoulders were bent. She pulled down 
her pink skirt nervously, trying to 
make it longer.
“Stand up here ’side of me,” order­
ed her mother. “I want Mrs. Mason 
to see how much taller you be.”
Jane’s pretty young • face flushed 
pink. She stood beside her mother, 
and the tears started in her ej’cs, al­
though she tried to smile.
“You can’t get through the door if 
you don’t 'stop pretty soon, Jane,’ 
laughed Mrs. Mason, who was visiting 
the Wards. “I never seen such a sight. 
An’ she ain’t over fourteen i ”
“She ain’t lifteen till next month,’ 
replied Mrs. Ward. “Air if she don’l 
git her growth till she’s eighteen, 1 
don’t know where she’ll be. Hei 
father teiis her lie’s going - to hire hei 
out by and by for a telegraph pole.” 
Jane laughed feebly when her moth­
er and Mrs. Ward did. Then she stole 
back to the door step, and the tears 
rolled down her cheeks. I t was nearly 
time for her to start to school. Pres­
ently her mother came with her dinner 
pail. “Here's your dinner,” said she. 
“You’d better start before long, so as 
not to hurry. I t’s a pretty warm 
rnorn’n’.”
“Yes’in,” said Jane. She kept her 
face turned away from her mother so 
her tear stained eyes should not be 
noticed.
“You shall have your new dress to 
wear to-morrow,” said her mother as 
she finally started with her school 
books under her arm and the dinner 
pail swinging. “You shan’t wear that 
short thing again.”
Jane tugged at her pink dress skirt 
as she, went out of the yard ; she even 
stooped a little to make it look longer. 
Nobody knew how sore Jane’s heart 
was over her height. She had a mile 
to walk to school, and she never 
thought of anything else all the way.
Presently she came to a large'white 
house, with a crab apple tree in the 
front yard. Mary Etta and Maria 
Starr lived there, and she saw the flut­
ter of their blue dresses at the gate. 
They were waiting for her.
“Hullo !” said Mary Etta as Jane 
drew near.
“Hullo !” responded Jane, trying to 
make her voice cheerful.
Maria was eating a crab apple and 
did not say “hullo 1” but presently 
both she and her sister stared wonder- 
ingly at Jane.
“What’s the matter ?” asked Mary 
Etta finally.
“Nothin’s the matter.”
“Yes there is, too. You’ve been 
crying.”
Jane said nothing.
“She’s Mad,” said Maria.
Mary Etta lingered. “What’s the 
matter ?” she asked again, quite lov­
ingly.
“Nothin’s the matter. I wish you’d 
let me alone,” cried Jane, with a burst 
of tears. That was enough. Mary 
Etta and Maria hurried up the road, 
with curt switches of their blue starch­
ed skirts, and Jane plodded miserably 
on behind.
Poor Jane was the tallest girl in 
school, and not only that, but the tall­
est scholar ; not one of the boys was 
as tall as she, and not only that, she 
was taller than the teacher. It did 
seem to Jane that the committee ought 
to have chosen a teacher who was taller 
just out of regard to the becoming and 
suitable appearance of the school. A 
stranger might almost have taken her 
for the teacher, especially since her 
hair was done up.
When the bell had rung, Jane sat at 
her desk, her pink shoulders and her 
pretty, pink face above all the others. 
She looked like a tall, pink hollyhock* 
in a bed of daisies. This was a trying 
moment for her. The committee came 
to visit the school, and a strange gen­
tleman and his wife came with them.
Jane distinctly saw this strange 
lady turn her white plumed head to­
ward her, then whisper to her husband. 
Then she saw him look at her and ask 
one of the committeemen who that 
tall girl was. She could tell what he 
said bjr the motion of his lips. Then 
he told his wife, and a little smile stole 
over her serene face between its soft 
curls of black hair.
Jane thought she was laughing at 
her. She did not dream that the lady 
had noticed her because her face was 
so pretty, and not because she was so 
tall.
The geography class came and the 
visitors were still there. Jane filed 
out with the rest. She thought she 
had her lesson perfectly, but she missed 
in bounding Uruguay, and had to go 
down. A little bit of a girl in a long 
sleeved apron went above her. She 
had a conviction that the visitors were 
saying: “What 1 that great, tall, 
grown up girl with her hair done up, 
missing !”
However, the change brought her 
next to Robert Carnes ; he shuffled 
his bare toes uneasily on the line, as 
he bounded Venezuela in a high, sweet 
voice ; then he cast a quick, shame­
faced, but wholly sympathetic glance 
at Jane, which she felt rather than saw,
but it comforted her. She and Robert 
were near neighbors, and when they 
were children had played together a 
great deal.
But the worst came when one of the 
committeemen addressed the school, 
and in the course of his remarks said 
distinctly that intellect was not to be 
measured by size, and he often noticed 
that the smallest scholars had theii 
lessons much better than those who 
were taller and older. Jane felt that 
he referred to her and little Hattie 
Baker and the bounding of Uruguay.
Her cheeks burned hotter and hotter. 
Maria Starr, who was three desks off 
in the same row, leaped forward until 
she could see her, and tittered. Mary 
Etta, in the seat behind, pulled he* 
sister’s arm to make her stop, but shi 
did not heed.
Jane saw the committee and th< 
strange lady and gentlemen go out. 
while the teacher stood eourtesying al 
the door, and all through a nearing 
cloud of tears. When the door closed 
after the company she hooped hei 
arms around her face, and laid it down 
on the desk. The teacher came and 
stood beside her, and asked her what 
the matter was. Jane only shook her 
head and wept.
“Are you sick ?” asked the teacher, 
bending low over her.
“No, ma’am,” sobbed Jane. She 
would not say another word, and the 
teacher went back to her desk and 
called a class. “Jane,” she said pre­
sently, in a clear, authoritative voice, 
“You may go out and get a pail of 
water.”
The teacher meant it very kindly ; 
it was considered quite a privilege to 
get a pail of water, and then pass it 
around in a tin dipper ; she thought it 
would serve to distract Jane’s mind 
from her grief, whatever it might be.
But it was dreadful for poor Jane to 
pull herself up to her full height and 
crawl slowly down the aisle, with her 
arms crooked in a pink ring around 
her face, and all the school looking. 
She stumbled over a protruding nail, 
and everybody tittered, and the 
teacher called out, “Hush !” sharply.
Jane went out with the water pail, 
but instead of filling it from the pump 
near the school house she sat it down 
on the platform and fled desperately 
down the road to a little bridge over a 
brook.
Her mind was made up, she would 
not go back to school-, she had never 
been so miserable in her life, and the 
misery was all the greater because she 
was ashamed of it and ashamed to 
confess it.- She did not want to tell 
even her mother, that she minded so 
much because she was tall ; she 
crouched low doVn in the bushes and 
wept.
Presently she heard a quick patter, 
of bare feet on the bridge, then a 
break in the bushes.
“Hello !” called a hesitating voice. 
Jane made no sound.
“Ho, you needn’t play you ain’t 
there,” said the voice. “I see you 
come in here. I was looking out of 
the window. I raised my hand when 
teacher asked where you was, and she 
sent me out here to fetch the water, 
and to tell you to come in.
Jane looked up and saw a boy’s 
face peering down at her from the top 
of the bank, his brown cheeks flushing, 
his red lips parting in a bashful laugh.
“I ain’t ever going back to school, 
Robbie,” said Jane with a sob. All 
the old childish comradeship seemed to 
come back to her, she had not seen 
much of him for a year or two ; she 
had played more with girls.
“I don’t care, j-ou’re the prettiest 
girl in school anyhow,” said Robert in 
a shamefaced way.
“Why, Robert Carnes ! I ain’t.” 
“Yes, you are.”
“Oh, Robbie—maybe I shall be— 
taller than I am now.”
“I don’t care if you are, you’ll al­
ways be the prettiest. Come along.” 
“I ain’t going back to school.” 
“Teacher won’t like it.”
“I can’t help it.”
“Oh, come along.”
“I won’t.” The girl’s pink face 
turned up toward him like a pink flower 
from the bushes. There was a look in 
it that the boy knew well. He knew 
that when his old playmate said “I 
won’t ” in that tone, she didn’t.
’Robert seated himself on the bank 
and began to whistle. Jane looked at 
him ; she could see his slender shoul­
ders in his little homemade blue and 
white shirt, and his handsome face 
gazing ahead abstractedly as he 
whistled.
“Why don’t you go back to school?” 
she asked hesitatingly.
“Oh, I ain’t going back if you ain’t.” 
“Why not, I ’d like to know ?”
“ ’Cause I ain’t. Say, Mary Etta 
has got her head down on her desk 
crying cause you don’t come in, and 
I seen Maria passing along some crab 
apples to put in your desk.”
Jane said nothing. Robert whistled 
again.
Jane waited a minute. “Well, I ’ll 
come,” said she. “ You go ahead and 
get the water.”
There was a leap of bare feet over
the bridge, and Jane came out from 
the swarm of flower butterflies, with 
undefined conv.iction that brought 
comfort in her childish heart, that 
however tall she grew, although she 
might outgrow all her dresses, she 
would never outgrow love.—Mary E. 
Wilkens in Boston Globe.
Leap Year and Its Observ­
ances.
BY ISABEL A. MALLON.
Leap year we all know to be that 
one which has 366 rather than 365 
days in the year ; this was arranged 
so that the perfect system of time 
might work itself out, and the 29th 
day of February is said to be the one 
upon which the sun frowns because 
somebody has to do an extra day’s 
work. If according to some scientists 
“de sun do- move,” it is probably old 
Sol himself who has an extra hard 
time of it. This year is the one in 
four during which lovely woman has 
the privilege of asking her sweetheart 
to be her very own. When this cus­
tom first came into use nobody knows, 
but if the legends are to be trusted it 
was leap year when Eve made her ap­
pearance in the Garden of Eden and 
suggested matrimony to Adam, but 
about this no man is certain.
Among the Roman maids leap year 
was ushered in with great festivity, 
and gay parties assembled at the vari­
ous houses, where a special kind of 
spiced cake was cut, in which was a 
ring, and the young woman fortunate 
enough to get the ring was the one 
who would take her choice from the 
group of handsome Roman men and 
ask him to be hers. In Scotland a less 
dignified procedure obtained — the 
maidens who were anxious for hus­
bands were required to jump a broom­
stick, and the one who leaped the high, 
est had the credit of being the most 
desirable bride. As we have a fancy 
nowadays for tracing everything buck 
to antiquity, may it not be possible 
that the skirt dancing is only an out­
come of the broomstick leaping ? In 
any case, the maiden who proposes in 
leap year does not suffer, for the man 
brave enough to say no to her has to 
give her the sweetest of kisses and a 
silk gown.
It would seem as if prefacing a kiss 
with a refusal would not add to its 
sweetness, and there are stories of 
high tempered women who nearly bit 
the lips off of young men who dared 
to deny them their wish. If, however, 
the swain is agreeable, then th.e duties 
of the bride elect began at once. She 
must give him “a faire gold ring” and 
a linen shirt made by her own fingers 
to show that not only is she capable of 
loving him truly and well, but that she 
also knows how to care for his com­
fort. The maiden of to-day would 
have no trouble to get the ring, but 
how many of them could put the 
many neat stitches required to make a 
fine shirt.
And yet, after all, there are more 
ways of asking a man to marry you 
than putting the straight question to 
him. Women can look love in their, 
eyes, can speak it with their lips and 
yet be silent, and can tell it in a touch 
of the hand without ever using a pen. 
She is indeed an ignorant woman who 
cannot make a bashful wooer under­
stand that she is ready and willing to 
listen to the story of his love and to 
tell him how much she loves him in 
return. This. is a lesson that one 
seldom needs to teach. Folly may lie 
in women’s eyes, but after all a deal 
of wisdom is also found there.
The patron saint of the.29th day of 
February is St. Oswald, an old Saxon 
one, who was a great believer in the 
desirability of marriage, who tied true 
lover’s knots into the holy bonds of 
matrimony and was joyful thereof. 
So if you want to suggest to a shy 
admirer what he ought to do, ask him 
to read about St. Oswald and to dis­
cover how good and holy are his ideas 
and practices. If this doesn’t  sug­
gest matrimony to him he is predes­
tined to be a bachelor forever. . And 
a sorry lot he’ll have.
Worshipping1 Medicine Bot­
tles.
An eminent lady missionary in Bur- 
mah recently gave Dr. A. J. Gordon 
an instructive but somewhat startling 
chapter from her experience. In one 
of her tours, she said, she came upon a 
village where cholera was raging. Hav­
ing with her a quantity of a famous 
painkiller she went from house to 
house administering the remedy to the 
invalids and left a number of bottles 
to be used after she had gone. Re­
turning to the village pome months 
after, the missionary was met by the 
head man of the community, who 
cheered and delighted her by this in­
telligence : “Teacher, we have come 
over to your side. The medicine did 
us so much good that we have accepted 
your God.”
Overjoyed at this news, she was con­
ducted to the house of her informant, 
who, opening a room, showed her pain­
killer bottles solemnly arranged in a 
row upon a shelf, and before them the 
whole company immediately prostrat­




Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa. 
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, Jan., 7, 1892.
It is interesting to learn, better late 
than never, that Speaker Crisp has as­
certained that there is a Congressman 
at Washington from this district. Mr. 
Hallowell has been assigned to the 
Committee of Agriculture.
South. The Eastern liabilities are 
•$19,000,000, as against $27,000,000 
last year, but in the South they are 
$45,000,000, against $27,000,000 in 
1890. The changes in the other sec­
tions amount to from $2,000,000 to $5,- 
000,000, showing that only in the 
East and South is there any marked 
change in business conditions.
T he President Tuesday filled the 
vacancies in the Inter-State Com­
merce Commission by appointing 
James Wilson McDill, of Iowa, to 
succeed Judge Cooley, and William 
Lindsey, of Kentucky, to succeed the 
late Watson L. Bragg, of Alabama.
The tin-plate tax will reach nearly 
$20,000,000 a year. I t will come out 
of the people’s pockets. If the em­
ployment of American labor is the 
purpose of the tax it would be cheaper 
to tax the people to pay the wages of 
the tin-plate makers while they did 
nothing at all.
Says the Indianapolis News : “Five 
hundred American boys in pursuit of 
one inoffensive Chinaman was a New 
Year’s incident in Chicago. Reverse 
the condition and put 500 Chinese 
after one American and what an indig­
nant howl would go up from the United 
States ?”
A p l e a  of insanity was set up as a  
defense for a prisoner before a British 
couit on a charge of felony, but it did 
not save him from being sent to penal 
servitude for three years, during which 
time the J udge said it would be possi­
ble to thoroughly investigate the plea 
and make sure that it would hold 
water. This is a line of jurisprudence 
which might well be followed on this 
side.
T he Philadelphia Times observes : 
“The Government may fill a long felt 
want by issuing its new postal cards 
in two sizes, but at present it must be 
confessed that its action is rather sug­
gestive of the story of the scientist 
who had two dogs, a Newfoundland 
and a Skye, and cut two holes in the 
back fence for their accommodation, a 
big hole for the Newfoundland and a 
little one for the terrier.
T he State Treasurer’s monthly re­
port shows $5,330,671.17 in the general 
fund, and $782,760.25 in the sinking
fund. The large amount in the gen- i ly what tlle avernge followers of any 
eral fund is necessary to meet the $5,- other occupation would do under the
WASHINGTON LETTER.
From our Regular Correspondent.
W a s h in g t o n , D. C., Jan. 1, 1892.
There is a decided lull of war talk, 
the rumor mongers having about ex­
hausted air their ingenious theories on 
on the Chilian situation, and now every­
body is doing what the administration 
has been doing—waiting to hear what 
the new Chilian administration will 
have to say for itself. Gen. Nelson A. 
Miles, who came here to attend the 
wedding of Miss Rachel Sherman, 
daughter of the late Gen. Sherman, to 
Dr. Thorndike, of Boston, which took 
place on Wednesday, quickly disposed 
of the rumor that he had been ordered 
here by the President to discuss the 
feasibility of invading Chili with an 
army, by stating that he was not order­
ed here, but came to bring his wife to 
the marriage of Miss Sherman, who 
is her cousin.
That there is a probability of war 
with Chili no one denies, and what 
adds danger to the situation is the 
sentiment which exists largely among 
our public men in favor of a foreign 
war with somebody. Senator Morgan, 
of Alabama, a prominent democratic 
member of the Senate committee on 
Foreign Affairs, is one of the few who 
does not hesitate to openly express 
such sentiments. It is easy to see 
that in the face of this sentiment 
nothing short of acceding to the de­
mands of the administrations for an 
apology for the attack upon the sailors 
of the Baltimore and the payment of 
indemnity to the families of the sailors 
killed will be accepted as satisfactory 
from Chili. It is idle to talk about 
submitting the matters to arbitration. 
There is nothing to arbitrate. This 
Government has plainly stated its de­
mands and the answer must be yes or 
no. If yes ; everything will be all 
right. If no ; there will be war. It 
is now only a question of how much 
longer the answer will be waited for.
To talk economy in Government ex­
penditures and to bring about a re­
duction in Congressional appropria­
tions are two very different things. 
The first is so easy that any one can 
take a hand in it, while the last is very 
difficult as the democratic leaders are 
already finding out. The average 
Congressman is perfectly willing that 
a radical reduction shall be made in 
all of the appropriation bills which do 
not affect any interest in his district, 
but lie regards it as little short of a 
national misfortune for his colleagues 
to even talk of sweeping reductions in 
any appropriation of which even a 
small portion does to his constituents. 
’Tis folly to waste time criticising 
this feeling ; it’s only humau nature, 
as the average Congressman may al­
ways be depended upon to do precise 
ly hat
PECULIARITIES OF THE GRIP.
From the Chicago News.
The versatility of the grip is not the 
least imposing feature of that malady. 
An Indiana man who had it is now as 
a pool-ball. His moustache dropped 
into his dinner-plate oue day when he 
was convalescing and then he moulted 
his eyebrows and his hair fell out. 
Now his own looking-glass would not 
know him. Apparently the only 
things the grip is incapable o r doing 
for a man are to call the doctor and 
pay his bill.
WOULD’T TAKE THE PARSON’S WORD.
From the Oregonian.
. An Olympia scientist measured a 
big fir tree the other day, and found it 
to be slightly over 300 feet high. In­
tending to send the report of the 
measurement to a friend in Cleveland, 
Ohio, he wished to add other testimony 
to his own, and invited a minister of 
the gospel to measure the tree. The 
result was sent to the Ohio man, who 
immedietely upon its receipt sent this 
dispatch : “We read Munchausen when 
a boy.” The scientist now wonders 
whether the bulk of the joke is upon 
himself or upon the preacher.
A PUZZLER FOR DOCTORS.
THIS GIRL DOES NOT EAT AND TAKES ONLY 
CAT NAPS.
Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 3.—.May Cross 
the 16-year-old daughter of Edward 
Cross, a carpenter in Jordan, a village 
17 miles from here, is an enigma to 
physicians. She had lived sixty-seven 
days without apparent nourishment 
and yet she weighs about 110 pounds, 
and was strong enough to sing at her 
grandfather’s funeral three weeks ago. 
Her peculiar condition had been com­
ing on for two years, when she had the 
grip. Food in any form remains on 
her stomach an instant only. A peeu 
liar phase of the case is that she does 
not sleep, with the exception of an 
hour in the morning. Opiates and 
chlorals act only as stimulants.
• ----------- -m ♦  » ----- ,--- ------
CHASED BY A MINE DELUGE.





We have just reduced a lot of the best make but 
old style, of N e w m a r k et s  and S hort  C oats  that 
have been on hand for some time but NOW THEY 
MUST BE SOLD.
We will not follow the common style of advertis­
ing by naming $2:03^ and $2:07^, &c., on goods that 
cost $6:00, but
Reduce $6 to $2 and $9 Goats to $2.50.
We have about 76 Coats that will be reduced in 
the same proportion.
Also a t  th e  sam e tim e  do no t fo rg e t o u r  N e w  
C oats , J a c k et s  a n d  R e e f e r s , m ade, trim m ed  and 
finished in  good sty le . . We h ave  on h an d  a  few very  
g re a t
Bargains in Dry Goods I
You will find among them one lot of Cotton Dress 
Goods that have been sold a t 10 cents. We will sell 
them a t 6 cents per yard. All Dress Goods a t the 
lowest prices. Call on
MORGAN WRIGHT,
KEYSTONE DRY GOODS STORE,
Main St., Opposite Spare. Norristown, Pa.
Holiday Goods
HOUSEKEEPING
O U T F I T S
000,000 school appropriation, which is 
paid in June. After next June it is 
not expected that much money will be 
carried in the general fund except just 
before the school appropriation is due 
each year.
R ichard Y aux, the distinguished 
Philadelphian, completes to-day a full 
half century as one of the inspectors 
of the Eastern Penitentiary, for forty 
years of which period he has been the 
president and active spirit of the 
Board. What adds peculiar distinc 
tion to this long service is that Mr. 
"V aux has through all this time been 
carrying on the work begun by bis 
father, Roberts Vaux, the pioneer in 
American prison reform.
M ilwaukee, which had a population 
of 204,468 when the census-takers went 
their rounds in 1890j now has a popu­
lation of 236,288,;and expects to be­
gin the next century with 350,000. 
Among the schemes discussed pro­
moting the more rapid growth of the 
city are a purposed Belt Line of rail­
way around the city, and an electrical 
railroad to Chicago to be built in 
time to give the people quick and 
cheap transit during the continuance 
of the World’s Fair.
T he Supreme Court rendered an 
important decision, Monday, which 
licensed saloon and hotel-keepers will 
do well to remember. The decision is 
to the effect that the statue making 
saloon-keepers responsible for dam­
age for injuries resulting from the sale 
of liquors to intoxicated persons is 
good law and capable of enforcement. 
The case in question was against an 
Allegheny county saloon-keeper who 
furnished one of his intoxicated cus­
tomers with liquor enough to make 
him very drunk. While in this con­
dition he fell into a gutter full of 
water and contracted pneumonia, from 
which he died. The widow sued for 
and secured sustainable damages. The 
court of last resort decides that, the 
law is good and the verdict must 
stand. I t is probable that many licensed 
liquor dealers were unaware of the ex­
istence of this law, but they should be 
ignorant of it no longer.
I n the matter of business failures 
1891 seems to have beaten the record, 
the agency of R. G. Dun & Co. re­
porting 12,273, as against 10,907 in 
1890, and the highest number reported 
since the agency was established in 
1857. There is a brighter side to the 
story, however, as the total liabilities 
for the year amount only to $189,000,- 
f)00, or almost precisely the same as 
last year. The average liability to 
-each failure, which in 1890 was $17,c 
406, in 1891 is only $15,471. The dts- 
•tribution of the loss geographically 
shows an important gain in the Eastern 
State» and a corresponding loss in ttye
same circumstances.
Representative Holman,chairman of 
the committee on Appropriations, and 
other ultra economy advocates are try 
ing to get the House committee on 
Rules to put all the appropriation 
bills back into the hands of that com­
mittee, from which they were taken 
and divided among eight separate com 
mittees a few years ago. A table 
which has been prepared shows that 
the division of responsibility has been 
followed by a great increase in the to­
tals of the several appropriation bills 
but whether this has been the result of 
the change, or of the increasing neces­
sities of a rapidly growing country is 
a question. The return to the old or­
der of things will be warmly opposed 
to every member of each of the seven 
committees that would be shorn of the 
prestige which the preparation of an 
appropriation bill gives them, to say 
nothing of the influential lobbyists in­
terested in some item in this or that 
appropriation bill, who would much 
prefer having the bills scattered among 
a number of committees than to see 
them all controlled by one.
The New Year reception at the 
White House was as interesting as 
usual, and was enjoyed by a much 
larger crowd than usual. This is the 
one day in the year when by patiently 
standing for a couple hours, outside 
the White House, the humblest citizen 
can see all of the men prominent in 
politics, diplomacy, the judiciary 
branch of the Government, aiid the 
Army and Navy—a sight worth seeing 
to those who like to observe the kind 
of men who get on top in life’s strug­
gle ; and at no other time can all of 
the foreign ministers and the attachees 
of foreign legations be seen in their 
gaudy official uniforms.
Col. W. W. Dudley made an ineffec­
tual attempt this week to get Mr. 
Blaine to declare himself in regard to 
the Presidential nomination. The im­
pression is growing here that Mr. 
Blaine will say whatever he has to say 
on this subject in the speech which he 
has promised to deliver in Boston this 
month.
The schedule of the articles included 
in the reciprocity treaty with the Brit­
ish West India Islands, which was 
made public this week, appears to give 
general satisfaction, although there is 
some regret that wheat and corn was 
not put upon the free list, in place of 
being given a reduction of 25 per cent, 
from the present duties.
NO GREAT FEAR OF WAR.
From tlie Boston Transcript.
One of our contemporaries cheerily 
refears to a single sign of peace with 
Chili. Few people have yet been able 
to discover any signs of war worthy 
of being seriously considered by onr 
government. Some naval and army 
officers have attempted to get up a 
war scare, but without conspicuous 
success.
TEN MULES DROWNED AND TWO MEN SAVED 
Under the earth.
Shenandoah, Pa., Jan. 3.—From 
fifty to seventy-five miners employed 
at Preston Colliery, No. 3, are thank­
ing their lucky stars that the deluge 
did not rush into their mine during 
working hours. I t came last night, so 
that the miners were not drowned as 
ten mutes were, 300 feet down the 
slope. At midnight the two solitary 
pumpmen at work in the mine rushed 
up the slope like madmen, away from 
a terrific explosion below, as they 
thought. In reality they were chased 
by a great flood. It had deluged an 
adjoining slope, burst through the pil­
lar or wall and rushed into their mine. 
The pumpmen escaped. The mine can 
be pumped out in a few days.
HYDROPHOBIA’S IMAGININGS.
From the St. Louie Globe-Democrat.
“1 see a report of the peculiar con­
duct of a child after being bitten by a 
cat,” said Dr. J. W. Thud field at the 
Laclede. “The child is said to move 
steadily about the house, to mew and 
to do other things which resemble the 
acts of a . common tabby. • For my 
part I believe the statement is purely 
imaginative. It comes from the idea 
that one affecred with hydrophobia 
imitates a dog. That is a common 
delusion with as little foundation as 
other delusions. It is true that a per­
son sometimes to bark,' but what is 
called a bark is due to an intense pain 
of the throat and the difficulty of 
speaking. The same causes produce 
the dislike of all kinds of liquid—a 
dislike which the public in general 
imagine is confined to water. This is 
the true theory about hydrophobia 
upon which so much ignorance at pre­
sent prevails.”
We shall upon this occasion endeavor 
to surpass all previous efforts and 
will show, the largest, finest, 
and most complete line of 
Holiday Goods ever 
displayed in Col­
legeville !
Everything that beginners usually ask 
for, and almost anything that es­
tablished households may wish 
to get, either to complete 
their comfort or to 
replace worn-out 
articles :
That’s W h at W e H a v e !
One of the following headings will call to 
mind many articles. We are taking care to 
have a good assortment in every one of the de­
partments.
Prices as Low as Possible I
COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE.
-----THIS IS THE PLACE- TO GET -----
Pure Paris Green, W hite Helebore and Persian Insect Powder.
An Assortment o f Sponges and Chamois Skins on Hand,
PURE BAKING POWDER, Our Own Make. BIRD 8EED, Mixed and Plain ; best in the market. 
NAPTH ALINE OR TAR CAMPHOR, in Ball, Cake and Flake.
RED LINIMENT for Sprains, Bruises, Rheumatism, Ac. WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and 
Effectual. Try a Ten Cent Box of our TOOTH POWDER.
DIARRHOEA MIXTURE will cure your Diarrhoea, Dy sen try, Cholera Morbus, &c.











Dolls from 5 cents to $1.00.
Baby Coaches, Wheelbarrows,
Express Wagons, Carts, Sleds, &c.
Work Boxes and Baskets,
Albums, Toilet Cases, &c.
Chinaware D epartm ent
WAS n e v e r  so  c o m p l e t e .
Cups and Saucers and Plates, Mustache Cups 
and Saucers, Mugs, Bisque Frames, Vases, 
Lemonade Sets, Fine Hanging Lamps, 
Library Lamps, Baby Ruth Cleve­
land Lamps are beautiful. Fine 
Engraved Glasses, &c.
Silk ■ and - Linen • IntókercMífs!
Perfumery put up in Elegant Novelties,










We are getting a list of household .articles 
printed that 6hall have everything in our line 
that is customarily bought with an outfit ; we 
will send or give it to anyone asking for it. We 
mean to save a lot of work and worry for outfit 
buyers,—the work of themselves getting up a 
list of what is wanted and the worry of provid- 
ing against forgetting things.
The list can be carefully looked over at home 
and articles to be looked at or bought be 
marked, then taken along to the store* every­
thing can be seen and bought and not a single 
article need be forgotten, which will be a de­
cided improvement. It will positively please 
everybody that tries it. Just send us address 
and request on a postal card.
KULP & WAGNER,
GRATER’S FORD, - - PENNA.
HOLIDAY :: GIFTS I
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF 
DIAMONDS and Precious Stones,
JEWELRY, Newest Designs.
SILVERWARE, A
WATCHES, An Unequaled Assort’t. 
CLOCKS, In Finish and Quality none
UMBRELLAS. ^ “ Them 
Gold Pens Selection. & Pencils, 
GOLD SPECTCLES
FOR ALL DEFECTIVE EYES, Ac., &c.
We have spared no time in making 
selections for the season, nor expense 
to make our place of business one of 





the largest stock to
Quality of goods none superior.
Our prices are just and Reasonable. 
No trouble to show our stock.
G. LANZ'S, No. 211 DeKalb Street, Norristown, Pa.
GRAND DISPLAY HOLIDAY G!
BEAtiTIFUL PRESENTS TO SUIT ALL DEMANDS AND SATISFY ALL WANTS. AN UN­
EQUALLED ASSORTMENT AND VARIETY TO SUIT ALL TASTES IN
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware.
ISF“ Do not fail to .send in your order for the Solld-Silv> r Souvenir Spoon, containing fac­
similes of Washington’s Headquarters at Valley Forge and Hartranft’s Monument.
J. D, S A L L A D E , 1 6  E . M ain  St., N orristow n .
AS TTSTJjAL
■ __ P  —OUR STOCK OF—
lEB’" Beautiful Embroidered Slippers. j g j
->Fin e s t  C o n f e c t io n s  I«*
Choice Cream Mixtures, 3 lbs. for 35 cts.
French Mixtures, 15 cts.
Finest Cream Chocolates, 30 cts. per lb.
Candy Toys, Almonds, English Walnuts and 
Filberts, 15 cts. per lb.
Specialties - in - Groceries : 18 complete in variety and quality.
WE MENTIONSeedless Raisins, Citron, Washed Currants, 
Figs, New Dates, Brick’s Mince Meat, New Or­
leans Molasses, &c.
The New Demorest Sewing Machine, $19.50. j
M a k e s  a  H a n d s o m e  P r e s e n t .
ROBBING THE STARVING.
A FRIGHTFUL CONDITION OF AFFAIRS 
AMONG RUSSIAN OFFICIALS.
N ew Y ork, Jan. 3—The London 
correspondent of the Times cables as 
follows : “The Russian famine appears 
to be assuming vast proportions. A 
trustworthy correspondent declares 
that in the province of Samara, where 
he resides, one-balf of the population 
—no fewer than 1,250,000 persons— 
are literally dying of starvation, and 
Levasseur, the eminent French statist, 
has calculated that to supply the 
deficiency in thirteen provinces 6500 
ships must be employed, carrying 128,- 
000,000 hectoliters of grain, which 
would cost £60,000,000. The state 
has not the money to spend ; not even 
if it found the money could it provide 
the means of transport over a surface 
of 1,000,000 square kilometers to the 
5,400,000 houses in want of food.
“Moreover, the assertion at first 
elaborately denied and anxiously dis­
believed, that the official corruption 
would not be cheeked, even by the 
horrors of so dire a calamity, has now 
been abundantly proved to be true. 
The entire subscription of St. Peters­
burg for the benefit of its own poor 
and those of the environs has been 
stolen. The 15,000,000 pounds of rye 
flour^purchased has been found to be 
so infamously adulterated as to be 
wholly uneatable, and in parts poison­
ous. The revelations are but now be­




P h ila d e lp h ia  M arket*.
P h i l a d e l p h i a ,  Jan. 3, 1893.
OUR STOCK
Store V Goods
Includes the usual assortment required to meet the 
wants of patrons during the seasons as they 
come and go, including DRY GOODS, 
MUSLINS, CALICOES, GING­
HAMS, CHEVIOTS, TABLE 
LINENS, &e., &c., &c.
Canton Flannels!
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN, WOMEN AND 
CHILDREN.
Cassimeres, Cottonades, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, 
all a t the lowest prices.
Boots & Shoes
For everybody, marked down 15 per cent.
RUBBER GOODS of all kinds.
Large Stock of GLOVES.
F R E S H  G RO CERIES
IN  FULJj AS SOB T  ME N T.
F . B . RUSIIO NG ,
TRAPPE, PA.
T he P lace to B uy
— &c., &.C., &c., — 
-----i s  AT-----
Bechtel’s Warerooms I
FLOUR A N D  M EAL.
CANNOT TAMPER WITH GENERAL GREGG.
From the Lancaster Intelligencer.
We are of the confident belief that 
the Republican politicians of the 
State never did a worse thing for 
themselves, nor a better one for their 
party, than in electing General Gregg 
bo be Auditor General. Every 
mother’s son in office who has to ac­
count to the General fop the moneys 
of the State may make up his mind tp 
do it promptly and fully and to have 
his check readv when the clock strikes,
Minnesota clear, 
Pennsylvania family 
Patent and other high grades 
Rye flour, - 
Feed,
$4 50 to 5 00
4 85 to 4 75
5 0« to 5 25 
4 90to5 00




•red, 1 01 
47 
- 89
to 1 04 
to 51 
to 41
Average prices for the week ending Jan. 2, 
1893:
Prime Timothy, - $ 85 to 95 ^$100 Bis.
Mixed, - - 80 to 90 “
Straw. - - - - 70 to 80 “
JUST O PENED !
At Wissahickon Station on Phil a. & 
R. R., 31st Ward, Philadelphia,
A Large Market House!
— 60 STALLS —
ALL FREE FOR ONE Y EA R!
Only one other market in the town. 
Population, 30,000.
Apply at once to WM. McFADDEN, 
op the premises.
WE ARE PEVOTJNG QUR WHQLE TIT 
AND ATTENTION TO THE
fjousefurnishing Business
IN  ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Therefore we aye better prepared to meet the wants 
of our customers than any other place 
in the county. We are now pre­
pared to show a complete 
—assortment in—
Brnssels, lupin and Rag Carpets,
SMYRNA, MOQUETTE and other rugs a t 
astonishingly low prices.
My customers have been convinced in buying 
Furniture as well as Carpets, that they can buy 
cheaper a t our place than by going to the cities ; 
further they have us sew and lay the carpets, or de­
liver and set up all Furniture in first-class order, 
free of charge.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Feathers, Bedding, Side­
boards, Sinks, Lounges, Couches,
Fancy Rockers, &c.
Shades made to order and hung, Picture Frames 
made to order, always a good stock of moulding on 
hand. Have now added a fine assortment of
OIL CLOTHS
To o^r extensive stock. Any new work madp to or­
der. Upholstering and all kinds q f  repairing 
done a t very low prices. Moving attended to.




FOR SUITINGS FOR MEN AND BOYS. 
8UITS MADE TO ORDER ;
FITS GUARANTEED.
A Suit ol Clothes made from good foods at 
reasonable figure is always a satisfactory invest­
ment. Our stock of
Dress Goods, Coatings, &c.
WILL BE SURE TO PLEASE THE LADIES.
They appreciate assortment and quality, and 
we study to please them.
Large New Stock of SHOES for Men, 
Women and Children.
Our Grocery Department
Never lags in the rear. It is always up to the 
times in quality and variety of goods and fair­
ness in price.




-S- N E W
D r e s S G o o d S
For the Winter of 1G91-92
-AT-
LEOPOLD’S!
WANTED.A hired man from first of April, 1892. 
Apply to WM. PRIZER,
dec34. Collegeville, Pa.
WANTED IThree to five furnished rooms in Evans- 
burg or immediate vicinity by a man and wife ; 
will pay a good rent and give first-class refer­
ences, For further particulars inquire at
THIS OFFICE,
We hove just received from some o f the 
—leading importers a choice— 
variety o f new
Cheviots,






We have some handsome Dress Patterns, one of a 
kind, not to be found in any other store in Potts- 
town. We offer again a newline of excellent Home­
spuns, one and an eighth yards wide a t 50 cents. 
These are superior to anything offered in Philadel­
phia a t that price, and pronounced by some of the 
Dress Goods men of several of Philadelphia’s lead­
ing stores to be cheap a t 75 cents.
We’ve sold hundreds of yards of this quality- of 
goods and never knew anything to give better satis­
faction.
We have new goods, all wool, as low as 25 cents 
and up to $2.00. Yoq may expect to find the choic­
est Dress Goods, Cloakings, Coats, Capes, Fuss, 
Corsets, Fast Black Hosiery and Gloves, at
L e o p o l  d ’s ,
2 5 4  iE IIG K H : S T . ,
POTTSTOWN, PA.
T_EEIE ZR,IE].A.SCasr WHY I
In trying to so1 ve the question why “hard times” rest heavily upqn many, w*e can discern at 
least one, and perhaps the most Important, reason. It is this : Many people are continually spend­
ing their earnings and their cash away from home ! That’s it. Circulate your cash in your own 
vicinity. Patronize Home Trade, encourage home industries, manufactures and productions. And 
why not buy your
Clothing at Gotwals’ Store,
SQUARE.
You can get the same made to order just, as cheap as you buy them ready-made—and satisfaction 
guaranteed every time.
Also a full line of Dry Goods, Notions, Hardware and Queensware. Boots and Shoes a 
specialty. GROCERIES at lowest prices, quality' considered. A call at the store is solicited from
_________ J O S E P H  G .  f i O T W A L S ,
--------COLLEGEVILLE ---------
Marble and Granite Works !
I take pleasure in calling the attention of my friends and the public in general 
to the fact that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of MARBLE 
and GRANITE1 Work, both in Plain and Artistic Resigns.
Having had ten years’ experience in the Marble Business, I am prepared in every way to execute
-----A HIGH CLASS OF-----
MONUMENTAL WORK IN MARBLE OR GRANITE,
Such as Monuments or Tombstones of every description, Cemetery Lots Enclosed
with Marble or Granite Coping or with Posts and Railing in various designs.
Estimates will be cheerfully furnished on every description of cemetery work. You will find 
it greatly to your interest to get my prices before buying. All work delivered free of charge and 
guaranteed to give satisfaction. . With respect,
H . L SA Y L O R , C ollegeville, M ontg. Co., P a .





Ladies, Misses and Children
Christmas and New Year
PRESENTS!
M A U K L E V ’S
Is the Place to Go for Your
Holiday Gifts.
Greater preparations are being made 
to accommodate all people with 
goods suitable for presents 
than ever known in the 
history of the Grand 
— Depot. —
Our new stock is now on display. I t  comprises all 
latest styles and best materials and fashionable 
patterns and a t -
L O W E S T  P R I C E S
Sewing “  I  !
The Favorite Sewing Mach ine, 
Made by the New Home,
Five drawers,>6®=* $2500
A box of attachments goes with every machine. 
I t  includes all the necessary parts. We shall be 
glad to show the merits qf these machines.
Merino Underwear.
Our new lot ju st in. All sizes for all people. Just 
the right weights for these cool nights and morn­
ings.
‘COLORED PLAIDS !
CHINA & GLASSWARE !
We have the largest and handsomest line of plain 
and decorated Tea and Dinner Sets, Finely Decor­
ated Cups and Saucers, Sets for Children from 6c; 
upward, handsomely Decorated Chamber Sets, 
Hanging L^mps, the pretties patterns in Fancy 
Stall'd Lamps a t extremely low prices. Fancy 
Hanging Baskets, Perfumery, Beautiful Vases, &o,
FANCY ROCKERS!
A large assortment of Plush and Rattan Reckers, 
bought expressly for Christmas time. Hobby Horses, 
Toys, Mechanical Figures, etc., for the children.
S L E D S !
Something entirely new. Have just received 150 
Sleds and Coasters, of a new design, which for 
strength are unequaled. Graded in prices to suit 
all. Don’t fail to see them.
Furniture, Carpets, Etc.
We are in the lead. Our prices are the lowest. 
No discount on our goods. We will soil you the best 
Wilton Rug Parlor Suit for $115, price usually with 
all discounts off, $135 to $150. Fine Rug Parlor Suits 
$75, usually sold a t from $90 to $100, ju st the thing to 
make your daughters happy a t Christinas time. 
Best Crushed Plush Parlor Suits as low as $38. 
Quality, not Discount, is what counts on our goods. 
Then we have an immense line of O.ik and walnut 
Bed Room Suits, of the latest designs and patterns, 
ranging in price from $21.50 to $95 for full suits. 
Our line of Desks, Sideboards, Hall Stands, Velvet, 
Brussels, Ingrain and Rag Carpet a t bottom prices. 
Bed Springs, Mattresses and Bedding, Comforts, 
Dry Goods, Dress Goods, Cassimeres, CHOICE 
GROCERIES, Fancy Mirrqrs, Easels, Etq.
For Anything You May W ant goto  
3!^  S
Grand Depot.
GOODS DELIVERED FREE OF CHARGE.
We show one of the season’s best style« 
in PLAIDS.
F<O R SALE !A farm of 110 acres of productive land in 
Upper Providence. Will be sold cheap and on 
easy terms. Apply to
J. M. ZIMMERMAN, Collegeville, Fa,
1 1  B r e n d l in p r
LEADING DEALER IN
DRY GOODS, TRIMMINGS, CAR­
PETS AND BOOKS,
Nos. 76. 78,80 and 88 Main Street
NORRISTOWN, PA.
E. L. M A R K L E Y ,
211,213 &  215 I a i n  S t ,
ROYERSFORD, PA.
C 1H A R T E R  NOTICE.Notice is hereby given that an application 
is to be made to the Governor of the State of 
Pennsylvania for the incorporation of $ Savings 
Bank, under Act of JNIay 30th. i§sp,‘ “entitled, 
“An Act to Provide for the Iqcorppfatiop and 
Regulation of Savings Banks and Institutions 
without Capital Stock, established for the En- . 
couragement of Saving Money.” Said Corpor­
ation is to be known under the name and style 
of “The Industrial Savings Bank of Royers- 
ford,” to be located in the central section of the 
borough of Royersford, at Secoud Avenue and 
Main street, in the County of Montgomery and 
State of Pennsylvania. The specific object for 
which said corporation is created is to encourage 
the saving of rnouey by receiving it from depos­
itors in large or small sums, and allowing inter, 
est on the money so deposited.
THOMAS I), McGLATHERY, 
nc&3a) Solicitor,
08821722
-il Providence Independent s -
TERMS :— $1.25 PER YEAR IN' ADVANCE.
Thursday, Jan., 7 , 1892.
Home Flashes and Snails From Abroad.
—Haul down that handsome cutter 
from the second story of the wagon 
house.
—Rig up your sleds and sleighs, 
and polish up the bells.
—And then go sleighing !
—If there happens to be enough 
snow.
—At this writing an old-fashioned 
snow storm is fast covering the earth 
in this section with a mantle of white.
—And piling up drifts.
—Over night our “purp” changed 
his opinion. He looks unusually wise 
just now and predicts plenty of snow 
and a cold winter.
—Royersford did “get there,” in 
part.
—By the way, I)r. Stein will have 
six months’ service at the Almshouse 
—-just enough to make him feel 
“More-ish.”
—Our “purp” is wondering whether 
some of the Directors of the Poor 
have been taking instructions from the 
distinguished management of the 
Charity Hospital, Norristown, for they 
have a dozen or more doctors inter­
ested there, you know.
—Perhaps!
—The Harleysville News, one of our 
most sprightly exchanges, entered 
upon its seventh volume last week. 
Congratulations, Ed. Eugene Dambly.
—Evansburg creamery will again 
pay 31 cents per pound for butter. 
Pay day for December, next Saturday.
—Messrs. Stahlnecker & Yost have 
disposed of a 95 acre farm in Worces­
ter township belonging to Christian 
Beener. The purchaser is J. M. Hol­
land, and the price paid was $7,125.
—Clerk of Courts Gebman granted 
768 marriage licenses during 1891. 
The total number of marriage licenses 
granted in the county since the law 
went into effect is 3883.
—Thomas P. Brady, of Easton, was 
buried Thursday in a coffin made by 
himself ten years ago.
—Says the Hazelton Sentinel : Five 
cents a day saved and invested will 
produce in seven years $200. The 
same five cents invested in good 
newspapers may save a farmer 
the loss of $10,000 on a gold brick in 
six months.
—Samuel Christman, of near Port 
Providence, has bad luck in the poul­
try line. Recently he gathered his 
chickens together to kill a few for 
market, and was surprised to find that 
some one had stolen 35. A few days 
later a Penna. Railroad train ran into 
bis flock of turkeys and killed all but 
one.
—John F- Betz, the brewer, has pur­
chased another tract of land adjoining 
his thousand or more acres at and 
about Betzwood. The new acquisi­
tion, known as the Schrack farm, com­
prising 23 acres, was bought by him 
last week, for $5,000, to fill out a gap 
between two farms purchased some 
time ago.
MATRIMONY.
At Mount Kirk, Eagleville,. Pa., 
December 31, 1891, by Rev. C, R. 
Brodbead, Mr, William S. Bossert and 
Miss Emma S. Decker, both of Mont­
gomery county, Pa.
RELIGIOUS.
M. E. church, Evansburg. Sabbath 
school at 9.30 a. m., every Sabbath. 
Preaching, 10.45 a. m., and every Sab­
bath evening at 7.30.
Episcopal service at St. James’ 
Evansburg every Sunday at 10:30 a. m., 
Sunday School, 2 p. m. Also a ser­
vice at Royersford at 7 p. m.’ Rev. 
A: J. Barrow, Rector.
The Holy Communion will be cele­
brated next Sunday morning at 10 
olelock, at the Augustus Lutheran 
church, Trappe, Rev. E. T. Kretsch- 
mann, pastor. Preparatory service 
will be held on Saturday afternoon at 
2 o’clock. The Pastor’s Aid Society 
will hold its regular monthly meeting 
immediately after Preparatory sprviee 
pn Saturday afternoon,
The Pastor of St. Luke’s, Trappe, 
will preach his first anniversary ser­
mon on Sunday at 10:30 a. m. On 
Sunday evening at 7:30 he will preach 
a missionary address on missionary 
work in New Zealand. The public is 
cordially invited to attend these ser­
vices. Rev. E. Clark Ilihschman, 
pastor.
YOUNG PEOPLE’S LYCEUM.
The Young People’s Lyceum of 
Augustus Lutheran church, Trappe, 
will hold its regular meeting on Thurs­
day evening, January 7,at 7:30 o’clock. 
A varied and interesting program has 
been arranged, and all w’ho wish to 
spend a pleasant evening are cordially 
invited to attend.
MINGO EXPRESS gQRSE COMPANY.
The annqgj peeling of the Mingo 
JSxpyess Horse Company was held at 
Dorwortb’s Hotel, Trappe, last Satur­
day. The affairs of the Company for 
the past year were reviewed, and the 
following officials re-elected : Presi­
dent, H. H. Fetterolf; Secretary, John 
S. Hunsicker ; Assistant Secretary, 
Chas. U. Bean ; Treasurer, A. 1). 
Bechtel. The Treasurer’s report ex­
hibited a balance in the Treasury of 
$480. The Company has a member­
ship of 138. Membership fee, $4.
Deafness Can’t  be Cured
By local appMcatlons, as they cannot reach the 
diseased portion of the ear.. There is only on*1 
way to cure Deafness, and that is by eonstitu- 
tiitional re me fee. Deafness is cau ed by an 
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the 
Eustachian Tube. When this tube gets inflam d 
you have a rumbling sound op fro perfect hearing, 
and when it is entirely closed Deafness is tb** re* 
suit, and unless the inflammation can be taken 
out and thi tube restored to the normal, condi­
tion, bearing will be destroy d forever ; pine 
cases our of ten are caused by catarrh, which is 
nothing but an inflamed condition of the mu­
cous surfaces. We will give One Hundred Dol­
lars for auv case of Deafness \ caused by ca­
tarrh) that we cannot cure by taking Hall’s 
Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free. F. J. 
CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by J. W. Colbert, Druggist, Collegeville, 
Pa., 75 cent».
REORGANIZED.
The County Commissioners met at 
the Court House Monday morning and 
reorganized by making Samuel K. 
.Anders, president. The Commission­
ers reappointed Edward Eisenhans, 
clerk; James B. Holland, solicitor, 
Daniel Charles, janitor.
STRUCK BY A FALLING BRICK.
Last Thursday Jacob Brunner was 
assisting in the work of constructing 
the addition to Henry M. Alderfer’s 
residence, in the lower ward, when he 
was struck on the head by a falling 
brick causing a gaping wound of about 
2^ inches in length. Dr. S. B. Horning 
attend to the injury, from which Mr. 
Bruner is gradually recovering.
A DUCKING STOOL NEEDED.
A correspondent of Evansburg 
writes. that the oldest inhabitant of 
that ancient village never beard such 
a “war of words” (vile and unbecom- 
ing)as two of the “gentler sex” of that 
town fired at each other last Saturday 
in front of the post office. ’Tis a pity 
they were not treated to a shower 
bath.
UNDER A MASS OF COAL.
Richard Kelly, aged 35, a patient at 
the State Hospital for. the Insane, 
Norristown, was killed at the coai 
house of that institution Saturday 
night by being smothered under ten 
tons of pea coal. Kelly was working 
under the coal chutes, when one of the 
patients, it is supposed, opened the 
door under -tbe car and left the ten 
tons fail upon him.
A MONSTER CAT.
Mrs. R. H. Gottsliall, of lronbridge, 
is perhaps the owner of the largest 
member of the feline species in the 
county, a Maltese cat that weighs, at 
the age of eighteen months, between 
thirteen and fourteen pounds. This 
particular and hefty pussy is very 
much of a pet and is very active in 
destroying mice and rats.
75 YEARS SINCE SHE WAS WED.
On New Year’s Day Mrs. Maria 
Williams, of Royersford, was 95 years 
old, and on the same day it was the 
75th anniversary of her wedding day. 
Her husband, Samuel Williams, died 
over forty years ago, but this vener­
able lady, who is the oldest person in 
that portion of the Schuylkill Yalley, 
is still enjoying fair health. Mrs. 
Williams lives with her son-in-law and 
daughter, Daniel R. Buckwalter and 
wife, which latter couple celebrated 
their golden wedding or fiftieth mar­
riage anniversary a year or two ago.
THE GRIP.
Advices from all parts of the country 
indicate that the visitation of “grippe” 
is not confined to an3' particular local­
ity, nor, so far as observation goes, 
can its spread be traced to any7 special 
causes. It appears to be quite at 
borne in places where the temperature 
is high or low, or where there is rain 
or sunshine. . In Montgomer37 county 
there are many victims, and the malady 
is more fatal than in past-years. Good 
nursing, with proper medical aid for 
the sick, and greater care than usual 
on the part of well pei sons, are the 
means of cure and prevention.
TERRIBLY BURNED.
Mrs. Sarah Ashenfelter, a nonege- 
narian, of Jeffersonville, sustained 
burns on Friday that may result 
fatally. While sitting near the kitchen 
fire she was suddenly seized with an 
apoplectic stroke, and fell on the hot 
stove. A granddaughter chanced to 
come into the kitchen shortly after 
the accident had occurred, and her 
horrified, screams brought assistance, 
but not before the aged lady7 was 
terribly burned.
MARTHA WASHINGTON TEA.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity 
Reformed church of this place have 
arranged to hold a Martha Washing­
ton Tea and a Bazar of Seasons, on 
Saturday afternoon and evening, Feb­
ruary 20, 1892. In connection with 
the entertaiffment there will be a sale 
of fancy articles as well as something 
for the inner man. The details of the 
affair as well as the place where the 
Bazar will be held will be announced 
in due time.
CASE ADJOURNED.
The case of the Schuylkill Valley 
Dairymen’s Association vs. Milton 
Detwiler of this township, was on 
Wednesday last week, adjourned until 
January 13th. Mr. Detwiler was the 
agent of the Association, and during 
his term $1500 was lost which he 
claims was due to back debts and 
should be charged to profit and loss. 
The Company, however, claim that he 
is liable and sue for the recovery of 
the amount,
AN INTERESTING MEETING.
A most interesting meeting of the 
Y. W. C. T. U., of Yerkes, was held 
at the residence of Mr. James G. Det­
wiler, January 4, 1892, After the 
regular routine of business was closed 
the next in order was the literary ex­
ercises which were creditably render­
ed : Select Readings by Henry D. 
Allehach and Lydia Detwiler; two 
solos by Miss Detwiler were warmly 
applauded. After the Societ3’ adjourn­
ed the members were invited to the 
dining room where they partook of 
cake and lemonade.
DEATHS.
Mrs. Margaret Koons, widow of 
’Squire Frederick Koons late of Per- 
kiomen township, died Friday at 
Chestnut Hill, aged 86 years. The 
remains were brought here Tuesday 
morning, and in charge of Undertaker 
Mauger, were interred in the Lutheran 
cemetery at Trappe. The deceased 
was twice married, her first husband 
being John Walt, with whom she had 
two sons and four daughters. Her 
second husband was ’Squire Frederick 
Koons, now deceased, at one time a 
prominent citizen of Perkiomen town­
ship. Two sons, Charles and Frank 
Koons are the survivors of the last 
union.
Tuesday qf last week the last sad 
rites were pronounced over the re­
mains of the youngest daughter, aged 
seven months, of Alexander Minchell, 
of Mingo, this township. Interment 
was made in Dismant’s cemetery. 
Abseess of the stomach was the cause 
of death.
Rev. Joel Rudderow, until recently 
rector of St. Paul’s Memorial Protes­
tant Episcopal church, at Oaks 
Station this township, died at his 
residence in Philadelphia, Wednesday 
of last week, aged 74 y7ears. Since 
1867 he had been pastor of the church 
named, which he was.instrumental in 
having built. A widow and four sous 
survive.
Charles Raysor, son of Richard and 
the late Elizabeth Funk Raysqr, qf 
Bridgeport, this county, and nephew 
of Rev. H. R. Funk, fqrmeyiy qf this 
place, died in Salt Lake City, \ItaR, 
December 30, and was buyied in the 
Trinity Reformed cemetery, this place, 
on Sunday last, Rev. J. H, Hendricks 
officiating. The deceased was in his 
30th 3’ear, and was in- the employ of 
the Reading Railroad Company from 
boyhood until the time of his death, 
and in the line of promotion was trans­
ferred from place to place. At the 
time of his death he held an important 
position at Atlantic Oity\ He went 
to Salt Lake City some time ago in 
quest of health, having failed to re­
cover from the effects of an attack of 
typhoid fever. About 30 Free Masons 
of Norristown attended the funeral in 
a body, B. F. Solly, Esq., officiating 
as G. W. M., and Court Crier, Mr. 
Whitesides, as Ciiepl^in.
A Safe Investment
Is one which fs miaranteed 1° bring you satis­
factory results, or in case of failure a return of 
puree ase price. On this safe plan you can buy 
from our advertised Druggist a bo .tie of Dr. 
King’s New Discovery for Consumption. It is 
guaranteed to bring relief in every case, when 
used for any affection of Throat, Lungs or 
Chest, such as Consumption, Inflammation of 
Lungs, Bronchitis, Asthma, Whopping Cough, 
Croup, etc., etc. It 1« pleasant and a reeable 
to taste, perfectly safe, and can always be de­
pended upon. Trial bottles free at J . W. Cul- 
bert's Drug Store. 1
INJURED AND KILLED ON THE RAIL.
Thursday morning William Allen 
attempted to board a moving P. and 
R. coal train, Phtenixviile, but slip­
ping and fell under the cars. His 
right leg was cut off below the knee, 
and he was otherwise bruised and in­
jured. He was sent to the Pennsyl­
vania Hospital.
James Kane was killed Friday 
evening dear Earnest station on the 
Schuylkill Valley Division of the 
Penns3rlvania Railroad, by a west 
bound passenger train. The remains 
were taken to Norristown. A ver­
dict of accidental death was rendered.
THE HOUSE SAVED.
Tuesday morning, of last week, the 
house on Abraham Alderfer’s farm, 
west of Trappe, and tenanted by Har­
rison Alderfer, narrowI3' escaped de­
struction by fire. A lighted lamp 
standing on the mantel in the summer 
kitchen either exploded or was thrown 
to the floor and broken. The burning 
oil was fanned by a strong breeze, and 
only the vigorous assistance of neigh­
bors prevented a general conflagration. 
By removing the porch and by apply­
ing water liberally the progress of the 
flames was cut off. The porch and at­
tachments were destroyed.
ONE CENT PRESENTS.
The thirteen members of a West 
Chester household, says the Village 
Record, mutually agreed that each 
should give the other a present, but 
that no present should costover 1 cent. 
They went to work,'and work it was to 
some of them, to endeavor to select 
something out of the ordinary that 
could be procured for a penny. As a 
matter of course each had to select a 
dozen presents. When Christmas 
morning came there was as muoh good 
real fun in that household in the dis> 
tribution of presents as in any house­
hold in town, and yet the expense was 
trifling.
AMONG THE SICK ABOUT TOWN-
Hattie, daughter of Captain H. H. 
Fetterolf, this place, is slowly recover­
ing from a severe attack of euteritis.
G. Z. Vanderslice is out again and 
is gradually recovering from the ef­
fects of the grip.
W. H. Gristock has been confined to 
his room since the middle of last week 
suffering from a severe attack of grip. 
We trust he will soon recover.
The grip has also prostrated M. O. 
Roberts of the Roberts Machine Com­
pany. He has passed the crisis and 
we are pleased to say that he expects 
to be on duty again the latter part of 
the week.
LOCAL INSTITUTE.
County Superintendent Hoffecker 
and the teachers of Perkiomen, a part 
qf Frederick, and phisi Independent 
district, will hold a Local Institute in 
Industrial Hall, Schwenksville, on 
Friday and Saturday, January 22 and 
23. The order of exercises agreed 
upon includes a variety of interesting 
topics for discussion, class drills, and 
lectures Friday and Saturday evenings 
by Prof. Kemp and Dr. Phillips. 
Prof. Kemp’s subject, Frida3r evening, 
will be “Prairie Blossoms.” Among 
the instructors to be secured if pos­
sible are Prof. Dick and Prof. Wheeler. 
The latter gentleman is a member of 
the Faculty of Ursinus College. • One 
of the topics will be : “Resolved that 
tuition charges be paid by the State.” 
The Lutheran church choir, of 
Schwenksville. will furnish piusip Fri­
day evening, and on Saturday evening 
the Grater’s |>’ord Glee Club will be 
present. The prospects are that the 
forthcoming Institute will be a very 
successful affair throughout.
AGAIN ON A SOLID FOOTING-
I, J, Brower, President of the 
Farmers’ and Mechanies National 
Bank of Phamixville, and Director I, 
Z. Reiner of Lower Providence, were 
at Washington on Saturday last to se­
cure from the Comptroller of Currene3’ 
a renewal of the Charter. By past 
mismanagement the capital had be­
come impaired, and by the vote of the 
shareholders last month it was decided 
to reduce the capital from $150,000 to 
$75,000, and to increase the capital to 
$100,000 by selling $25,000 worth of 
new stoek, whicli was very7 readily 
taken. Since the change in the Board 
of Directors one year ago public con­
fidence in the Baql  ̂ has beep yestqred. 
In a periqd qf six mqnths the deposits 
have increased $30,000,
Merit Wins,
We desire to say to our citizens, that lor years 
we have been selling Dr. Kind’s New Discovery 
for Consumption, Dr. King’s New Life Pills, 
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, and Elect*ic Bitters, 
and have mver handled remedies that sell as 
well, or that have given such universal satis 
faction. We do not hesitate to guarantee them 
every time, and we stand ready to refund the 
purchase price, if satisfactory results do not fol­
low th ir use. These remedies have won th**ir 
great popularity purely on their merits, For 
sale by J , W. Colbert, Druggist, \
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WINTER TERM AT URSINUS OPENED.
AN OUTLINE OF PROFESSOR WEINBERGER’S 
ADDRESS.
The winter term at Ursinus was 
opened Monday, and active Collegiate 
work has been resumed. On Tuesday 
Professor Weinberger delivered the 
Opening Address, taking for Ins sub. 
ject True Courage. The Professor de­
fined character to be the moral mark 
which distinguishes one man from an­
other. Courage lies in the mind and 
depends on reason and reflection. The 
best.and noblest powers of man have 
frequently failed to exercise any 
healthy influence simply for want of a 
little courage. Courage is indispens­
able to success in life. Modesty is a 
cardinal virtue and is to be commended 
in every worthy character. But when 
it becomes so great that it disqualifies 
men for the successful discharge of 
their duties, it sinks into cowardice 
and ceases to be a virtue. In this age 
of short lived generations there is not 
time for delay, men must plunge right 
into the work before them. True 
Courage never boasts, it is always 
humble. The Apology of Socrates 
exhibits the finest type of true cour­
age in Grecian literature. The Romans 
were pre-eminently a brave and cour­
ageous people. Courage is worth 
more than brilliancy in the student. 
The man of average capacity supported 
by courage accomplishes most in the 
race of life. The average man as a 
rule is the most successful. Nothing 
is more honorable for a student than 
not to appear to know what he knows 
he does not know. The courageous 
student is fair, candid, and honest in 
all his dealings with his fellow stud­
ents and teachers. To gain respect a 
person must be able to 883' no. Card 
playing is a great enemy to scholar­
ship, and happy is the student who has 
courage enough to refuse to play and 
consign his own cards to the flames. 
To pla37 at text-books can be made 
equally fascinating to a student and 
infinitely more profitable. A sound 
mind in a sound body is the sine qua 
non of all true success. When stud­
ents have the moral courage to build 
up a moral universe among themselves 
and are willing to be governed by it, 
there is little room left for the exer­
cise of superior power. It is this 
moral force exercised by the students 
that makes a college strong. It is a 
great fallacy to suppose that because 
all do wrong none are guilty. True 
courage is compatible with the highest 
degree of faith in God. Modern criti­
cism has too much head and not enough 
heart. Examples of true courage com­
bined with common sense are found in 
two generals of our own county, 
namely, Hartranft, “the hero of Fort 
Steadman,” and Hancock, “the superb.” 
The highest style of true courage is 
Christian courage. I t has its stay in 
God.
FROM LIMERICK.
We are sorry to hear of the serious 
illness of Mr. Ralph Johnson of Lower 
Providence and teacher of Church 
School, Limerick.
Dr. J. W. Ro37er visited Mr. and 
Mrs. II. A. Cole on Sunday, who are 
suffering from the grip,
Willie B. Johnson attended the en­
tertainment in Hope Mission Chapel 
of the Baptist Church last Friday 
evening in Pottstown, which drew a 
full house, when he recited, by request, 
“Then and Now.” Willie was the 
guest of Harry C. Keim for several 
days,
The funeral of Tobias Reifsn37der 
was held at the residence of his son 
Peter W. Reifsnyder, on Monday. 
Revs. E, C, Hibshman of Trappe and
A. H, Herbst of Poftstown officiated. 
Interment at Limerick church.
The Old Year wound up with a fox- 
cliase last Wednesdays It started at 
Royersford, passed through Limerick 
enroute for the pike, where it turned 
and reached its destination in Sehrack’s 
fodder stack. _ About 40 men mounted 
on horseback and a few wagons were 
in pursuit. Though of a short dur­
ation, it was fine sport for those en­
gaged in it.
The Literary Society on last Friday 
evening was attended by an appreci­
ative audience, but the program was 
like the fellow’s boarding, “good 
enough what was of it.” Owing to the 
grip, &c., some of the members were 
absent. The bill of fare was as fol 
lows : Singing ; Reading Minutes ; 
Reading Scripture by Chaplain Jacob 
L. Markiey ; Select Reading by Lillie 
H. Johnson, entitled “Onward and 
Upward” ; an Essay was read b3’ C, 
W. Johnson, entitled “1892” ; Answer* 
ing referred questions by persons to 
whom referred ; Yipliri Solo by Laura
B. Johnson, which was encored; the 
“Item” was then read, which created 
considerable merriment ; Singing 
closed the exercises. A very interest­
ing program is being arranged for Fri­
day evening, Jail. 15.
Rev. E. Clark .Hibshman selected a 
good fat text, from which he preached 
an elegant New Year’s sermon in St. 
Luke’s church, Trappe, last Sunda37. 
Psalm 97 : 1 : “The Lord Reigneth.” 
Ever since Jehovah flung this grand 
old world of ours into being. it§ per­
petual motion has been maintained’ by7 
means of a might37 levey held by pni- 
nipotent ppwer uutil the appointed 
(ime-when the spring shall snap and 
the machinery will stop for ever. He 
does not only reign in the natural 
world, but also in the domestic circle 
and in the spiritual realm. In view of 
the uncertainties of the fu(uyp, its 
temptations, misfortunes, trials and 
responsibilities, it is a consolation to 
know tllSt “Til® Uord Jteigneth,”
We were favored with an interesting 
letter from J. B. Johnson, of Colfax, 
Washington, who is well known to 
many readers of the I ndependent. 
Mr. Johnson was born in the vicinity 
of Trappe, where he spent his boy­
hood ; later on attended school at 
Washington Hall, Prof. A. Rambo 
principal. Having a desire to embark 
in some business enterprise, he was in­
duced by interested parties to invest 
his money in woodland in the western 
part of Pennsylvania. We are sqyyy 
to say this venture was not a (inanpisii 
success. He was then elected County 
Superintendent of* Public Instruction 
fpr one or twq terms ip Cameron, Pa,, 
after which he married a daughter of 
Judge Freeman, who was a prominent 
citizen of Cameron. Mrs. Johnson is 
an intelligent, refilled and amiable wo­
man. His union proved to be a happy 
one. He then engaged for several 
years in the lumber and coal business. 
Two 37ears ago lie visited this locality 
for the purpose of buying a small farm ; 
failing in this, he returned home and 
there concluded to follow the “star of 
empire which westward wends it way,” 
and we now find him 6 miles fyoifl Cob
fax, in the State of Washington, form­
erly a territory, engaged in agricul­
tural pursuits. As the subject of our 
sketch has quite a number of friends 
and relatives in this section who will 
be glad to know of his whereabouts, 
we will furnish a few brief extracts 
from his letter : “I take ten weekly 
papers, and of that number none is 
read more eagerly than the P rovidence 
I ndependent, because it brings with it 
in ever37 issue something that starts 
my ‘think tank,’ as Bill Nye says, 
stimulating recollections of long ago.” 
Again, “This is a remarkable country 
in many respects, in nonefnore so than 
in the fertility of its soil. We had a 
fort37 acre field of wheat this y7ear 
that produced 50 bushels to the acre. 
This field has raised grain for the past 
14 years without any manure or fertil­
izers. Our crops are simply immense.” 
Again, “The country is treeless and 
stoneless, the ground being the finest I 
ever worked in ; it is called volcanic 
ash, and is seldom too wet to plow. 
The wheat is threshed in the field ; the 
grain runs into sacks, which are sewed 
up and filled up where the37 lie until 
hauled to market. The straw is stacked 
for the cattle to eat in winter. The 
working horses are stabled. Farmers 
did well here this year ; good crops 
and good prices. We are chuck full 
of Alliance ideas and pretty7 well or­
ganized. Your humble servant is 
president of the county and local Al­
liance ; was a delegate to our State 
Convention last month. There is more 
hustling among the people of this 
great northwest to the square inch 
than I ever saw in an acre in Penna.’
“OVER THE HILLS TO THE P00RH0USE.”
The first meeting, for the year 1892, 
of the Directors of the Poor at the 
Almshouse, Monday, did not attract a 
very large gathering, nor were those 
present imbued with an extraordinary 
amount of animation. The impression 
that no changes in the official manage­
ment of the internal affairs of the In­
stitution would be made, save in one 
important particular, gave no encour­
agement to those who might have, under 
other circumstances, jostled each othei 
about in quest of sundry positions of 
more or less wealth and power.
* * * *
The old Board, Messrs. Johnson, 
Supplee and Kile wound up the busi­
ness affairs of the past year shortly 
after dinner, when Mr. Johnson retired 
from the Board and was succeeded by 
Reuben Mumbauer, of Upper Hanover. 
The exit of the old and the ingress of the 
new member made the Board solidly 
Democratic according to Jackson, Jef­
ferson and Cleveland, and from Brother 
Supplee’s boot soles to the luxuriant 
growth of hair on top of Director 
Kile’s upper story. The retirement of 
Mr. Johnson gave rise to deserved re­
marks from his former associates upon 
thee numerous evidences of zealous 
care, honesty and integrity he had al­
ways manifested in discharging his 
duties. Edw. F. Kane, Esq., the agile 
Solicitor and Clerk, whose clear cut 
features bear a marked resemblance to 
those of the ancient Grecian gods, di­
vested himselfof a capital speech in 
lieu of the change made in the make­
up of the Board. He graciously re­
ferred to Mr. Johnson’s companionable 
disposition and the efficiency and up­
rightness he was wont to manifest. 
Mr. Kane reviewed the doings of the 
old Board and the reforms effected, 
and abuses corrected, and the_ saving 
of about $4,000 in the expenses of the 
institution as compared with previous 
years. In speaking of the formerly 
existing abuses in the matter of out­
door relief and out-door medical at­
tendance, be made the startling dis­
closure that certain grocers had takeu 
pains to encourage in various and 
questionable ways those receiving as­
sistance from, the county—for the 
benefit of the grocer ; and that cer­
tain physicians (with shame be it said) 
had been in the habit of posing as be­
ing the only ones dul37 authorized to 
administer service to the poor, 
upon the strength of which statement 
their patronage was increased and 
enormous bills were incurred—at the 
expense of the county for the benefit 
of the doctors. In comparing the past 
abuses with the present reforms in 
operation he cited the fact that since 
Norristown has been divided into dis­
tricts and physicians appointed, with­
out any' political consideration what­
ever, not a dollar has been demanded 
from that quarter wheye $200 per 
month yygs required before. Whilst 
Air. Kane’s speech had a political 
flavor, it nevertheless had pnqqh.Qf the 
true ring about it—judged from the 
standppiqt of honest public officials, 
and we heve congratulate one of the 
ascending stars of Montgomery’s 
Democracy’, and Henderson Supplee 
upon his masterful leadership in di­
recting various reformatory measures. 
Mr. Supplee may not always be right, 
not likely that he is, but be has a big 
head for business and means to serve I 
the public with unflinching integrity.
* * * *
After the organization of the new 1 
Board, the following Almshouse of­
ficials were all re-elected : Steward, C\ 
U. Bean ; Matron, Ml8, C-. U, Bean j 
Solicitor, Edw. F. Kane, Rsq, j Engi­
neer, Mipfiael Afevin ; Farmer, B. F. 
Weaver; Second Fanner, Michael 
Hassler ; Watchman, Matthias Kelter , 
Shoemaker, Jerry Kalb ; Tailor, Leon­
ard Swede ; Baker, Jacob Heffner ; 
Seamstress, Mrs. Kate Sellers, When 
the Directors reached (fie appointment 
of Physician their opinions wouldn’t 
fit together, and there was quite a 
bitch before they crossed the ditch 
and lovingly' clasped hands on the 
other side, The union was effected by 
a sort of a complex, double-acting (not 
warranted to wear) combination. Drs. 
Geo. W. Stein, of Royersford, and J. 
Y. Bechtel, Schwenksville, Democrats 
from away back and no questions 
necessary, were named to succeed, after 
first of April, Dr. J. Warren Royer, 
the present most capable physician.
A resolution stipulated that Dr. Stein 
should serve the first six months and 
Dr. Bechtel the last six months of the 
year. This may prov^to be a happy7 
combination, and it may not. y('e 
don’t see the practicability, in this 
case, of making political holes foy 
political pegs. A wag at ouy elbow 
suggests (bat tbe pireqtors go further 
and appoint all the Democratic phys­
icians, not debarred by imbecility, 
within a radius of eight miles to take 
turn about, some by day7 and others by 
night.
♦ * * *
A few figures : Gross expenditures, 
$29,261.46 ; Receipts frpm farm, $2,- 
236.75 ; net expenses, $27,024.71— 
about $3,000 less than the year pre­
vious. During the year several im- l 
portant and permanent improvements 1 
were effeqted, notably the creamery 
fixtures at a cost of about $650. This
is a showing in the right direction.
Number of inmates at present, 209.
* * * *
The present engineer, Michael Kevin, 
keeps his apartment right abreast with 
the cleanliness and order manifested 
throughout the buildings, and he is a 
model engineer, well deserving a word 
of praise right here, while we think of 
it.
5jC s|c *  *
Editor Kneule, Coroner H. B. Long
and T. J. Baker, of Norristown, after
a very careful survey of the Alms­
house farm, decided to report the line 
fences in order and the local influences 
exhiierating.
ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY ONE THOU­
SAND DOLLARS EXPENDED.
The footings of the various expense 
accounts for running the county for 
1891 have been computed and shows 
the following :
Total amount of county or-
ffers paid during the year. $191,952 91
Miscellaneous payments. 6,641 02
Court expenses. 15,638 22
Road damages. 35.832 40
County bridges. 32,441 58
Commissioners offices. 413 00
Justices of the Peace. 765 50
Prison appropriation. 7,116 88
Books and stationery. 3,418 43
County prison and peni­
tentiary. 2,611 26




General and spring election. 5,261 5(
Board of Insane. 6.042 0<
Recognizance. 2,509 33
Court fees. 1.201 7<
Orders for county prison. 9,009 9i
Receipts from county prison. 1,892 9!
THE MAN WHO ESCAPED.
THOUGH OLD AND GREEN HE KNEW HOW 
TO HANDLE CONFIDENCE MEN.
From the Detroit Free Press.
There, was a pretty old and pretty 
verdant looking man at the Third 
Street Depot the other day, with three 
hours to wait for his train, and by and 
by he approached Officer Button and 
said be guessed he’d wander around 
for a spell.
“Well, lookout for y'ourself,” re­
plied the officer.
“Any danger?”
“There’s always slick fellows about.” 
“Yas, I ’spose thar’ is, but I shan’t 
let nobody fool me.”
He was about an hour and when he 
returned he showed the officer a bank 
check for $200 and asked :
“Does that seem all right to you ?” 
“Right ?” Of course not. I t’s a 
check on a Buffalo bank signed John 
Smith. I t’s a dead fake, of course.” 
“Fake 1 fake! What’s a fake ?” 
“ You’ve been faked. I expected 
you’d get into trouble wlion you went 
out of here. Seems singular that you 
can’t talk common sense into some 
people.”
“Then is the check'110 good ?” asked 
the old man.
“Why, of course not. How much 
did you lend on it ?”
“I give him $25.”
“Well, you’ve been confideneed, and 
now7 you’d better go and sty down and 
keep mum.”
“Is that what you call a confidence 
game ?”
“Of course.”
“Well, I thought so all the time.” 
“Then what did you let him walk off 
with yrour money for ?”
“I didn’t you know. He started to 
go, but I grabbed him by the neck, 
like this, and backed him up agin a 
wall, like this, and I pulled out this 
old pistil and laid the bar’l on his 
nose and he give up that money quick­
er’ scat.”
The old man illustrated the ease in 
the most vigorous manner, even to lay­
ing on the bar’l, which was a portion 
of a weapon seemingly fifty years old.
“So you got y7our money ?” asked 
the officer, as he got his neck loose 
from the old man’s grip.
“Got ’er right down in my breeches 
pocket, safe as a bank. How much 
more time have I got ?”
“An hour and a half,”
“Wall, J guess I ’ll take another 
little walk around, Mebbe I ’ll meet 
somebody else who don’t know that I 
run a side-show with old Dan Rice’s 
circus for better than twenty years, 
and who thinks I ’m a kitchen door 
I for flies to roost on.”
Buoklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve In the world for cuts, bruises, 
sores, ulcers, salt rheum, fever sores, tetter, 
chapped hands, chilblains, corns, and all skin 
eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay 
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satis­
faction, or money refunded. Price 25 cents per 
For box. sale at Culbert’s Drug Store.
Fo r  r e n t  iA desirable private residence in College- 
ville. For particulars, apply to
DR. J. H, HAMER,
1-7 113 South 18th St., Phila., Pa.
TT'QH r e n t  1 .
X? The residence of Samuel Lachman, in Col­
legeville ; a convenient home in excellent re­
pair. Apply
1-7. ON THE PREMISES.
F o r  r e n t  iA productive farm in Schuylkill township, 
Chester CQVUtty, near Phoenixville ; also an ad­
joining farm, in a high state of cultivation, run­
ning water at house and barn, near an excellent 
market, to be let on shares. For further par­
ticulars apply to
1-7) , R. F. CHRISMAN, Phoenixville, Pa.
Fo r  s a l e  iA lot of horse manure. Apply atTHIS OFFICE.
p L B L I C  SA LE O F
FRESH COWS !
A LOT OF STTOATS.
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDA'fi 
JANUARY 7,1892, at Smoyer’s- hotel, Trappe, 
fresh cows direct from Cumber-'YT v  
Jj^ jj^ land  county, where tbs big milk- 
ers grow. Also 100 shoats—the finest I ever 
brought to Trappe. A lot of sheep at private 
sale. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock. Condi­
tions by JAMES WYNKOOP.
W. M. Pearson, auct. J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
p B I V A T E  SALE OF
H O R S E S  !
I have at my stables fifteen horses, including 
good draught horses and a number of 
pleasant drivers and general workers.|
Three mares with foal. They will be* 
sold at very low figures, as low as any­
body can afford to sell the same kind of stock. 
Come and see them.
D. H. CASSDLBERRY,
Sldec, Lower Providence, Pa.
p L B L I C  SALE OF
Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale, on WEDNESDAY, 
JANUARY 13, 1892, on the farm belong.ng to 
Bridget Gallagher, in Upper Providence towu- 
ship, % mile west of Montgomery Almshouse, 
the following personal property belonging to the 
estate of John Bauer, deceased : 2 horses. No.
1, a black mare 7 years old, sound, 
kind and gentle, good worker single or 
‘„double and safe for a lady to drive. 
No. 2, a bay mare 14 years old, sound 
and kind and an excellent worker. 6 cows, 
some will have calves by day of sale ; 12 
pair of chickens by tbe pound. Farm 
wagon, 3-iuch tread, good as new ; one uarrow 
tread farm wagon in good order ; a good mar­
ket dearbon for one or two horses, with pole and 
shafts ; carriage ; sleigh, nearly new ; hay lad­
ders 18 feet long, a Walter A. Wood mowing 
machine in good order; reaper, threshing ma­
chine (Buck waiter’s) in good order ; corn- 
sheller, windmill, 2 sets of state harness, one 
set of carriage harness, blind and headbalters, 
collars, double and single lines, horse blanket. 
2 sets of Bhort trace , set of breast chains, cow 
and other chains ; Syracuse plow, 2 hoe har­
rows, drag harrows, forks, shovels, hoes, rakes, 
grindstone, hay hook, rope and pulleys, 2 grain 
cradles, scythe and briar hook, saddler’s bench, 
2 trestles, scoop shovel, half-bushel measure, 3 
corn cutters, ladder, flail, chicken coops, bushel 
basket, horse bucket, feed trough, scalding tub, 
feed chest, lot of picks and stone hammers, row 
boat, 8 hives of bees, corn by the bushel, corn- 
fodder by tbe bundle, bay aud straw by the ton, 
40 bushHs of potatoes, 5 acres of grain in the 
around. Also many other articles not here 
specified. Sale to commence promptly at one 
o’clock. Conditions : 4 months credit on sums 
of $20 and upward
ANNIE C. BAUER, Administratrix. 
W. M. Pearson, auct. L. R. Rosenberger, clerk.
Also at the same time and place will be sold 
the farm belonging to the undersigned, located 
as stated above, and consisting of thirty-four
a
 acres and eleven perches of land, to­
gether with a two-story stone house, 
containing five large rooms, a fíne barn 
with stabling for 12 cows and 2 horses ; 
large overshoot in front ; and all other neces­
sary improvements. Plenty of excellent water. 
This land is in a high state of cultivation and 
cannot be surpassed for trucking. Will be sold 
on easy terms. Conditions at sale by
BRIDGET GALLAGHER.
jp R IY A T E  SALE OF A
Mill Property!
Will be sold at private sale the old and well 
known Grist and Saw Mill Property, together 
w ith a Frame House and one Acre of Land, at 
AggijL Yerkes Station. The fixtures of the 
jVii s |f || mill include a boiler and an engine in 
1 1 ! i ML excellent order, and all necessary con- 
tiJAl^Bveniences. Both the mill building and 
house are in very good repair. This property 
will be sold on reasonable terms. For further 
particulars apply to
5no. ISAAC STEARLY, Yerkes, Pa.
Fo r  s a l e  o r  e x c h a n g eFor city property, a farm of 56 acres with good orchard, east of Lutheran church, Trappe, 
Pa. Two-and-a-hal f  story brick house, 11 
rooms, in good condition ; new barn and out­
buildings ; good spring ; stream of water run­





A small farm situated in Upper Providence 
Township, a short distance west of Trappe, con­
taining 5 acres and 32 perches of the best land 
in Montgomery county. Tbe improvements are 
complete and in excellent order. Stone House, 
36x28 feet, having 12 rooms ; 4 rooms on each 
floor, cellar under whole house ; rear, 
porch and front portico. Barn 38x26 
feet, wagon house attached ; also all 
necessary outbuildings in good repair. 
Ample supply of excellent water. There is also 
a large and very productive apple orchard on 
the place, together with all other fruit trees and 
vines in great abundance. This is a model 
home in every respect with its convenient build- 
ings, good fences and rich soil. It is within 
easy access of business places, schools, churches, 
etc. This property will be sold on easy terms. 




There are no better nor safer investments than 
F i r s t  M o rtg a g e s  on City or Town Real 
Estate
I am prepared to make each investments in 
any amount at tbe best rates of interest.
Call on or address,
S. 33_ LATSHA W,
IX U R A N C E  A N D  REAL ESTATE A G EN T,
ROYERSFORD, PA.
R e f e r e n c e s  : National Bank of Royersford, 
Royersford ; National Bank of Spring City, 
Spring City ; A. D. Fetterolf, Collegeville ; H. 
W. Kratz, Norristown. 15oc3m
Es t a t e  n o t i c e  !Estate of Valentine Kratz, late of Upper Providence, Montgomery county, deceased. Let­
ters testamentary upon said estate having been 
granted to the undersigned, notice is hereby 
given that all persons indebted to the same are 
requested to make immediate settlement, and 
those having claims against the estate will pre­
sent their claims, duly authenticated, without 
delay to H. W. KRATZ, Executor,
12nov. Norristown, Pa.
F IR E ! F IR E __N o tice !The members of the Union Mutual Fire 
and Storm Insurance Company are hereby noti­
fied that a contribution was levied on November 
12,1891, on each policy, equal to premium 
•thereon, and that Andrew Supplee, Treasurer of 
said Company, will attend at the office of the 
Company, Swede Street, opposite the Court 
House, in the Borough of Norristown, to re­
ceive 6aid assessment.
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax will 
date from December 1,1891.
Persons sending money by mail must accom­
pany it by postage for return of receipt.
26no6t. ANDREW SUPPLEE, Treasurer.
17*0  R SALE !"j About one thousand good chestnut posts 
and rails. Apply to
5no. ISAAC STEARLY, Yerkes, Pa.
Fo r  s a l e  iAbout 100 bushels of choice apples. Ap­ply at GLEN WOOD HALL,
1-7. t Collegeville, Pa.
C RAYON PO R T R A IT S I
First-class Crayon Portraits < warranted not 
to fade and to be true pictures of the original. 
Prices low. Instructions given in Crayon Draw­
ing. R, P. BALDWIN,
Lower Providence, Pa. 
Orders taken at this office.
p A N I E L  H . B U C K W A L T E R ,
Carpet W eaver,
ONE MILE WEST OF TKAPPE (at the resi- 
deuce of B. F. Buckwalter). Rag Carpet woveq 
in any style desired at reasonable prices, Fayor- 
me with your orders.
AGGIE
Dressmaker,
IRONBRIDGE, Pa. Will take work at home 
or can be engaged by the week. (12no2iQ)
F i r e  t a x  n o t i c e  iThe members of the Perkiomen Valley 
Mutual Fire and Storm Insurance Company of 
Montgomery County are hereby notified that a 
contribution of one dollar on each one thousand 
dollars for which they are insured, was levied 
on November 5,1891, to pay losses recently sus,- 
tained. Payment will be made to the same per­
sons who havo .heretofore acted as collectors, or 
to the Secretary at his office in Collegeville. 
Extract from the Charter.—“ And if any mem- 
; ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect to 
pay his or her assessment within forty days after 
the publication of the same, twenty per cent, of 
the assessment will be added thereto; and if 
payment be delayed for fifty days longer, then 
his, her or their policy shall become suspended 
until payment shall have been made.”
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax wilt 
date from November 23,1891.
A. D. FETTEROLF,, Secretary. 
Collegeville, Pa., Nov. 23,1891.
A
IT M T O H ’tt N G TIC E ,
Ip tW Orphans* Court of Montgomery 
coqnty. Estate of Davis Zook,* late of Upper 
Froyijdencc township, Montgomery county, des. 
$e%$ed. The undersigned auditor appointed by 
said Court to make distribution of the balance*; 
remaining in the hands of E. L. Hallman and 
John R. Holman, executors of said estate, here­
by gives notice that he will meet all parties in­
terested, for the purpose of his appointment, at. 
his office, No. 305 Swede street, Norristown, Pa.„ 
on Monday, the 11th day of January, A. D..„ 
1892, at 10 ofclock a. m>, when and where said 
pStMes are requested to attend.
ITdee. EDW. F. KANE, Auditor*.
R A ILR O A D S.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as 
follows !
FO E P H IL A D E L PH IA  A N D  POINTS SOUTH.
Milk.....................................................6-27 a. m.
Accommodation......................... ......... 8-02 a. m.
Market.................................................. 1-02 p. m.
Accomodation...................................... 4.13 p. m.
PO E ALLENTO W N A N D  PO IN TS NO BTH  A N D  W EST.
Mail....................................................... 7.32 a. m.
Accomodation....................................... 9.02 a. m.
Market.................................................,.3.20 p. m.
Accommodation....... ........................... 9.46 p. m.
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
Milk..........................   6.36 a. m.
Accomodation....................  4.20 p. m.
N O R T H .
Accommodation................................... 7 54 a. in.
Milk......................................   5.82 p. m.
PHILADELPHIA AND READING R. R.
Department of Agriculture.
SHORT A N D  DIRECT ROUTE TO PH ILA D EL PH IA , 
NEW  YORK, NEW  E N G L A N D , TH E  
SOUTH A N D  W EST.
On and after November 15,1891,
T R A IN S LEAVE COLLEGEVILLE 
(Via. Perkiomen R. R., connecting at Perki- 
omen Junction) as follows :
F o r  P h i l a d e l p h i a —week days, 6.36, 8.02, 
a. m., 1.02, 4.13, p. m. Sundays, 6.36, a. m., 
4.20, p. m.
F o e  N e w  Y o r k —weeks days, 6.86, 8.02, a. 
m., 1.02,4.13, p. m. Sunday,6.36, a. m. 4.20p.m.
F o r  P h o e n i x v i l l e , P o t t s t o w n  a n d  R e a d ­
i n g —week days, 8.02, a. m., 4.13, p. m. Sun­
days, 6.36, a. m ., 4.20 p. m.
Trains for Baltimore, Washington, the South 
and West, via. B. &. O. R. R., leave Girard Ave­
nue Station (P. & R. R. R.,) at 8.55, 8.01, 11.27, 
a. m., 3.56, 5.42, 7.13, p. m. Sundays,
3.55, 8.01,11.27, a. m., 3.56, 5.42, 7.13, p. m.
ATLANTIC CITY D IV IS IO N .
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street Wharf and 
South Street Wharf,
FOR ATLANTIC CITY.
Week days—Express, 9.00, a. m., 2.00, 4.00, 
p. m. Accommodation, 8 00, a. m., 5.00 p. m. 
Sundays—Express, 9.00 a. m. Accommodation 
8.00 a. m., and 4.30 p. m.
R E T U R N IN G , LEAVE ATLANTIC CITY  
Depot, corner of Atlantic and Arkansas Ave­
nues :
Week days—Express, 7.30, 9.00, a. m., 4.00 
p. m. Accommodation, 8.10 a. m., and 4.30 
p. m. Sundays—Express, 4.00, p. m. Accom­
modation, 7.30 a. in., and 4.30 p. m.
O. G. HANCOCK,
A. A. McLEOD, . Gen. Pass. Ag’t.
Pres, and Gen. Manager.
COLLEGEVILLE
B A K E R Y ! 1
JOHN T. KEYSER, Prop’r.
Our facilities for execu­
tin g  JOB WORK are such 
as to enable us to do strict­
ly first-class work prompt­
ly and at reasonable prices. 
The Job Work done at the 
Independent Office favor­
ably compares with that 
done anywhere in the 
county. Favor us with 
your orders and we will 
do our best to serve you 
well.
-----F R E S H -----
B R E A D ,  
R O L L S ,
—&c., &c.,—
E  VER Y  MORNING
Ice Cream,
Different flavors, during the Season.
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied a* 
short notice, on reasonable terms.
T R A P P E
Harness Store !
A FU LL STOCK OF
%  H ARNESS
H o r s e  G o o d s  
Always on hand.
New Harness of every description made to or­
der of the beet material promptly. Good stock 
and good workmanship guaranteed. No matter 
what you may want in the line of harness or 
horse goods in general, I can furnish you with 
the same at right prices. Light and heavy Col­
lars, Whips, Blankets, Horse Covers, Fly Nets,&C..&C.
Bepairinr of Whatever Description




If you have anything to 
sell and want to sell it, and 
if you want your neighbors 
and the rest of mankind to 
know that you have some­
thing to sell and want to 
sell it—no matter what it 
is—A D V E R T I S E  in the 
columns of the Indepen­
dent—The best advertising 
medium in the middle sec­
tion of Montgomery Co.
I Wherever the Independent 
circulates it is eagerly 
scanned by interested read­
ers. It is read by at least 
3500 people every week, 




There are two ways - of raising cab 
bage in the open ground. One is by 
transplanting plants, the other by sow 
ing the seed in the. hills or drills just 
where the cabbage is to be grown. If 
the plants have been -started in hot 
beds or cold frames for an early crop 
or are to occupy land as a second 
crop, ft is- necessary that they should 
be transplanted ; but if it is to be the 
one crop of the season on the land it 
is to occupy, then it is the belief of 
the farmers in the great cabbage rais­
ing sections of New England that the 
best plan is to plant the seed just 
where the cabbage is to be grown. Ex­
perience has taught us that by this 
plan the piece matures more evenly 
than when the plants are transplanted, 
while they are certainly as reliable for 
heading, for when 100 per cent, of the 
plants make marketable heads—as I 
have known instances—.nothing better 
can be asked. Those who have been 
in the habit of transplanting cauli­
flowers will find they will do decidedly 
better when the seeds are planted in 
the liills where they are to be matured. 
A plan now somewhat common among 
market gardeners is to drill the seed 
of cabbage sufficiently thick that by 
cutting out the extra plants with the 
hoe the remainder will be left at the 
distance suitable. This requires more 
seed while it saves a good deal of time 
and back-breaking work: The great 
defect in this manner of planting has 
been that it left the seed too thick, 
much thicker than was necessary for 
the ends desired.. In my planting in 
the drill we used last season the Mat­
thews seed drill. My foreman made 
an ingenious change in its dropping 
capacity, which is worth putting on 
record. He removed the wheel which 
has about twelve projections that as it 
revolves keep the seed agitator in mo­
tion, aud boring four holes at equal 
intervals inserted four projections on 
the opposite side and then set hack in 
place, but in a reversed position. The 
result was one revolution caused the 
agitator to move four times instead of 
twelve, and the seed was fed just about 
as thick as wanted. Very often a lit­
tle change or improvement can be 
made in an implement by the farmer 
or gardener using it that will add 
much to its value.—American Agri­
culturist.
!
Subscribe for the PBQYI- 
DENCE INDEPENDENT, 
$1.25 per annum, in ad­
vance. You will get the 
worth of your money and 
more or less happiness into
W. E. Johnson, Proprietor, the bargain by subscribing
and paying for the INDE-- A  FU LL L IN E  O F ALL K IN D S OF—
H O R S E  G O O D S ,  P E N D E N T ;  the paper
that has opinions of its
Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets, 
&c. A full stock of collars always on hand, 
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured 
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing 
will receive prompt attention. 27janyl
V I S I T  T H E  O L D
c/a 
H  
£ 5  





Harness and all Horse Goods!
The best grades of working and driving Col­
lars. First-class material used In making new 
stock and in all repairs. Full stock of blankets, 
robes, lap-covers, and everything in the line of 
the business. Repairing attended to promptly.
f-S?" Cigars and Tobacco. .
C. M. HALLMAN.
Successor to J. G. Detwiler.
own and says what it 
has to say without fear 
or favor.
Ladies and Gents’ H air Dressing Parlors. Natural 
Curly Bangs, and M anufacturer of Ladies’ H air 
Goods in  general. Mall Orders promptly attended to. 
13TH S T ..  AB . C H E 8 T N U T . P H IL A D E L P H IA .
PILES
“AXAKESIS ”  gives instant 
relief and is an infallible 
Cure for Files. P r ic e  $1. By 
Druggists or mail. Samples 
free. Address“ANAKlíSI8,,, 
Box 2416, New York City.
OLD  H O R SES a n d  D EA D  H O R SES  and COWS will be removed by the under­
signed upon request. Higest price paid for 
■worn-ont-horses. THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.
Lower Providence, Pa.
P A T E N T S
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, &pd aH Pat 
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES.
Our office is opposite the U, 8. Patent Offiee, 
We have no sub-agents, a}} business direct, 
hence can tiansact patent business ip less time 
and at less cost than those remote from Wash­
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo,, with descrip­
tion. We advise if potentable or not, free oi 
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. 
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,99 with refer­
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or 
town. Address C. A. 8NOW & CO., 
Hoc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
FARM NOTES,
The comic-side of farming appears 
when those complaining of bard times 
leave their reapers and binders out to 
take the weather.
Thé leaves in the pig pen help to 
fatten hogs by keeping them warm 
and dry, thus preventing loss of food 
by saving the warmth of the body.
A wool grower says that tobacco 
water used as a sheep dip does not 
give as good a lustre to the growing 
fleece as some of the dips that are to 
be bought already prepared.
There are too many farmers still re­
maining who boast of being practical 
men at their work, and manifest a holy 
horror of what they call book farming. 
—Rural Canadian.
If p poan wants to establish a market 
that will givg him the best price possi­
ble year after year, he must lie strictly 
houest in packing and disposing of his 
fruit. The rogue is soon found out.
We see it stated that from recent 
investigations made in the Pennsyl­
vania University Veterinary School, 
it #'%§: shown that the chief cause of 
consumption is ph,e use of the milk 
and flesh of tubprpijlous ppttle.
The quiet cow, the friendly hen, the 
peaceful horse, give the largest returns 
with the least expense. Conquer 
everything on the farm, including the 
hired man, by politeness and kindness. 
—Farm Journal.
Do not expect any breed to lay 
equally as well in Summer and in Win- 
tet. If you ¡nsist on a good supply 
of eggs from now till February, fhen 
select a breed noted for the ability to 
lay in the Winter. Do not expect 
everything of one breed.
Don’t lessen the ration in the effort 
to cheapen it, for this is cutting oil 
y.quy stick at both ends. The constant 
aim should be to red lisp ppst of pro­
duction, taking your profit out f)f this 
rather than trying to get a few cents 
above the market.
By the aid of lime water and two 
trace chains a foul cider barrel can 
be readily cleaned. The barrel should 
be rinsed with clear water. A quart 
of whiskey poured in lastly and the 
barrel thoroughly rinsed with it will 
destroy any remaining foul odor.
Fruit men spy that when fruit is 
barreled, and is to be hauled geyefpl 
miles by team before being shipped, 
the barrels should be lafd down on 
their sides so that they will not be 
shaken closer together, and thus he 
left lo»spj" ip the barrel than when 
packed.
When tomato vines are nipped by 
the first frost, it is said to be of great 
advantage, in ripening the remaining 
green fruit,- to cut oft" all frosted por­
tions of leaves and stalks, as this pre­
vents the Appreciated sap from the 
frozen parts from reaching pntl depre­
ciating the fruit.
Keep as many animals as possible, 
but do not keep more than can. be com­
fortably sheltered, sheep should 
have twenty square feet o f  rppm, a§ 
crowding is injurious. Top many ani­
mals will occasion a loss, but the ca­
pacity of the farm and buildings for 
the support of stock should be fully 
utilized,
The problem of the decadence of 
country towns is made more difficult, 
undoubtedly, by . the need of good 
roads, which would facilitate social in­
tercourse, make farms more profitable 
and heighten the value of produce by 
bringing it into more convenient Con­
nection with large towns. — Boston 
Journal.
The owner of “Pauline Paul,” the 
champion Holstein Friesian cow, with 
a record of 1158 pounds 15f ounces of 
butter a year, has challenged the owner 
of the champion Jersey, “Bissow’s 
Belle,” record, 1028 pounds in a year, 
to a contest of a week to see which 
cow can make the most butter in seven 
days.
When the cattle ranges are settled 
beef will probably be cheaper. It re­
quires less land to raise cattle on farms 
than on the range, and with better 
care, and the cattle industry in the 
hands of many instead of a few, beef 
will be of better quality and cattle 
more numerous. The best beef is pro­
duced on cultivated farms.
Why some of the pears on the same 
tree and even on the same branch 
should be so large and well-shaped, 
while other specimens are so small and 
knotty, is a mystery. Whatever it is, 
it is the same principle that makes 
large and small ears of corn grow on 
the same hill, and even the same stalk, 
and some pigs in a litter more or less 
thrifty than others.
A writer defines the “general pur­
pose horse” thp-t the farmer wants. It 
a horse that can plow two and a 
half acres a day and keep it up, and 
the same pair, taken from the plow or 
harrow on a hot day, would answer to 
drive four or five miles for the doctor 
or machine repairer at the rate of a 
mile in six or seven minutes or even a 
little faster without danger of loss.
If you would like to^have the grass 
on your lawn start out more vigor­
ously than usual next season, and be 
heavy, rich and green, give it a good 
top-dressing of manure this Fall just 
before freezing weather. Close about 
the house, where manure would be ob­
jectionable, wood ashes may- be used 
instead. If you are a farmer and try 
this the improved appearance of the 
lawn next Spring may give you a hint 
of how you may profitably treat your 
meadows.
Ä
house to be successful must adopt those methods that 
are calculated to safety. A woman whose judgment is 
correct cannot fail to please that “handy article” called
HUSBAND
by advising him to seek such a firm when necessary 
compels him to change his apparel with the season. 
We are after your trade, you will find us in a house 
who
SELLS
first-class goods, elegently made, a perfect fit and every 
garment strictly merchant tailor-like. We ask no one 
to accept our goods until
HIS
mind has been entirely satisfied that one dollar invested with us goes as far as 
two dollars spent elsewhere, and should you desire to please others, especially




-E n te rp r is in g  Y o u n g  M a n  j  True A Co. Instructed 
and started me. I  worked steadily and made money faster 
than I expected to. I became able to buy an island and build 
a small summer hotel. I f  I don’t succeed %t that, I will go 
to  work again a t the business in which I made my money. 
T " r u e  Co«: Shall we instruct and start you. reader? 
I f  we do, and if you work industriously, you will in due 
tim ebe able to buy an island and build a hotel, if  yon wish 
to. M o n ey  can be earned a t our n e w  line of work, rap­
idly and honorably, by those of either sex, young or old 
and in their own localities, wherever they live. Any one 
L iiheĈ V ^9^ ®  work. Easy to learn. We furn s  everything. No 
risk. Yon can devote your spare moments, or all your time 
to the work. This entirely new lead brings wonderful suc- 
every worker. Beginners are earning from $ 3 5  to■BPA 1 , “V*» WW JXJXI  IIUIU U • •  Ml
INK» per week and upwards, and more after a  little expe- 
. rnls“ you th® employment—we teach you 
■* **• J his is an age of marvelous things, and here is
another great, useful, wealth-giving wonder. Great gains 
will reward every industrious worker. Wherever yon are, 
vor you Rre doing, you w ant to know About this 
wondertul work at once. Delay means much monev lost to’ 
y°u• „ 0 sP.ace to explain here, but if you will write to us, 
S i J w r i f “! .“ r i“1 F R E E .  Address,T R U E  A . CO., H o i  4 0 0 , A n t n i t a ,  H n ln e .
your
WIFE
then it naturally behooves you to purchase your clothing of us, as we’ll sell to 
you a suit or overcoat
FOR TEN DOLLARS.
that would cost you’ $12 elsewhere. Every garment guaranteed to be positively 
all-wool, Boys’ suits and overcoats at $1.75, $2.50, $3, $4, $5, $6, $8 and $10.
CHAS. H. DETW ILER,
Veterinary Surgeon Dentist
Graduate Ontario Veterinary College. 
Honorary Member Ontario Vet. Med. Assoeia’n
M p
i l l l l i l
A. WEITZENKORN & SONS,
Pottstown’s Cheapest and Best Clothiers,
Wild carrots can more easily be de­
stroyed late in Summer than at any 
Other season. The work should be 
begun before the seeds are matured, 
otherwise a great deal of trouble will 
be experienced. They should be 
pulled up root and branch and burnt 
in thé fire. The plant is a biennial 
and difficult of destruction when it 
gets a good hold of the soil, It prop­
agates its kind rapidly and crowds oift 
all other plants. One hundred plants 
destroyed before the seeds are scat­
tered will kill a thousand young 
plants the following season.
STEAM HEATING !
The Superiority of STEAM in comparison with 
the OLD METHODS OF HEATING cannot be ques­
tion, for twice as much heat can be obtained from- the 
.same amount of fuel‘than can be had from the old way 
of stoveJieating. Then another very important con­
sideration is that all the dust and dirt, incident to burn­
ing coal, can be confined to a portion of the cellar in­
stead of floating about all the rooms in the house. 
Steam Heating has come to stay. Do you wish to 
secure its advantages %
If you do, you are heading directly to­
wards our line of business, and we want your 
order. We can supply you with just what you want, 
guarantee you satisfaction, and give you full worth of 
your money. We have placed a numder of Steam 
Heaters and in every instance our work has proved 
satisfactory. Call on or address
The Roberts Machine Company, Collegeville, Pa.
D en tis tr y  a  Specialty«  
Symptoms are tossing of the head, tongue loll- 
ing, drawing on one rein, frothing at the mouth, 
discharge from the eyes, difficulty in masticat- 
inKfooa, ab’ ormal growth, caries teeth, &c.
Diseases of all domest cated ar finals treated. 
Lame horses and chronic diseases will be treated 
at the Infirmary if desired. CASTRATION of 
horses and colts in the standing position. Special 
attention given to surgical operations. Tele- 
P"£ne at Office.- Iron Bridge Exchange No. 1. 
Office Hours ) v n




t o o  North Fourth S t.O v O  be!. Green,Philadelphia* 
The most reliable >nd successful 
specialist for all diseases of both 
sexes;
Special Discases,B!ood Poison
ULCERS, Blotches, Pimples, Sore 
Mouth, Throut, Irritation«- Scald 
ings, Inflammations, Kidnejr 
Bladder, Lost vitality, Weak back , 
•W™” ' '  Dyspepsia, files, ‘ Melancholy
Weakness Debility, impaired Memory and Decay, Strictures, 
all diseases resulting from youthful errors or from overwork 
O ld,Young or M iddle Aged don't .uffer anj longer, 
cure is certain, no experiment. I  have everything known to 
medical and surgical science, obstinate and old case# solicited, 
no matter who failed relief a t once. Fresh cases cured - 
to 10 days. European Hospital experience in Ge> nany, Eng­
land, France and Austria, as certificate« and diplomas prove, 
and 26 years practical experience. 10,000 cases cured yearly* 
e AAA will he paid to an advertising doctor, who 
A e J j W n J  can prove as great skill, knowledge aud 
experience and who can show as many patients permanently 
cured as I can after quacks and advertising doctors had 
ruined them. Send 2c. stamp for book “TRUTH” and sworn 
testimonials exposing quacks and advertising doctors with 
their false and fraudulent guarantees and testimonials, their
experience, they do n o t  posses an! their scheme of refunding 
idly t a lk s  and their cheap and worthless drugs 
Bh cures you, but are used as decoys and result 
in ruin of thousands o f co n fid in g  victims. O ffic e  H o u r s ,—
I t  Cure« Colds,Goughs, SoreThroat. Croup,Influents, 
'W hooping Cough, Bronchitis and Asthma. A  certain 
•ure for Consumption In first stages, and a sure relief la 
advanced stages. Use at once. You w ill see the ex* 
c e lled  effect a fte r tak ing  the first dose. Sold by 
dealers ever jwhore. Large bottles, 60 cents and fl.OQ.
Everyday from 9 A. M. to3P. M..evenings 6to9. Wednesday 
and Saturday Evenings from 6—10, Sundays from P to 12. For 
References see Wednesday and Saturday Phil*. Times*
W ILBUR J. MAUGER,
( S u c c esso r  t o  DANIEL SHULER,)
Collegeville Meat Store
A FULL SUPPLY OF
Fresh and 
Smoked Meats




Favor me with your orders.
SAMUEL OOULDY.
C A V E A T S . 
TR AD E M ARKS, 
DESIGN P A T E N T S  
CO PYR IG H TS, etc.
M n m T m  « Ê Æ * *  Handbook w rite to  *  CO.. 861 Br o a d w a y , N e w  Yo r k . 
S S y  ■ j y y * .  securing p a ten ts  in  America.
taken  out by us is brought before 
th e  public by a  notice given free  o f charge in  th e
i t  H m e r i t a «
w î ï ïS ? a i ï ï ï i S in 11 if.®“/  scientific paper to  th e  
J 1 N arrated. No intelligent Should be w itheut it. Weekly, 8 3 .0 0  a  
*1.50 six jpon th s. Address MÜNN A  CO.
Broadway, New York, *
yea






—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—




V E A L -
= M U T T 0 N
Trappe, Montgomery Co., Pa.
VI ILs i *  V i t a s  l t a n c p  C a r e d  I
San An d r ea s , CaL, February, 1889.
My boy, 13 years old, was so affected by St. 
Vitus Dance that he oould not go to school for 
two yeafS. Twe botUes of Pastor Koenig’s Nerve 
Tonic restored his health, and he tihow  attend- 
tag sohool again. MICHAEL O'CONNEL.'
B a l t im o r e , J u n e ,  1890.
I  nsed Pastor Koenig’s Nerve Tonic for nerv­
ous trouble caused by overwork, and found It 
*n  1“ 8 claimed to be. After using one bot­
tle it had the desired effect, and I  can trulv rec- 
ommend It to all suffering a  like complaint, as a 
really wonderful remedy. SAML. THREW.
P it t s b u r g h , P a . ,  Oct. 19 ■go ’
Fpy seven years my eldest daughter had fatot- 
ing Spells and spasms. Ljtst J  tine she tpok the
Hap* Wfl Slueemat time they have entirely e«£seff.
JOHN GLOECKNEB.
■—A Valuable Bools on Nervous 
Diseases sent free to any address, and poor patients can also obtain th is medicine free o f change. 
^TbiS remedy has begp prepared by tb§ Reverend Pastor Koenig, of Fopt Wayua, tnd* since 1876* and Is now prepared under his direetiob- by the
K O E K !C  IVIED. CO ., Ch icago, l i t
S cT J  b y  D rH ««r’s t s  a t  S I  p e r  B o tt le #  6  f o r  S 5 .
. Ij-AVirv - ■ •-•■’iS. C Bottles for S9*
n a iii i  AO Its
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
Coffins and Caskets of all description on hand 
and furnished at short notice. Chairs furnished 
for use at funerals free of charge.
®~W ill meet trains at Collegeville, Royers- 
ford, and Spring City.
• Telegraph Office—Collegeville, Pa.
FREE
This delightful Story of a' 
jdtjrhey from the BALTIC to the; 
DANUBE Portrayed I[q 38 Chapters; 
and 12 Graphic Illustrations, by
Charles Augustus 
Stoddard.
Bound in Rich Cloth, 
Decorated with Cold Eagles, 
FREE to Every 'New Subscriber to! 
—the—
NEW YORK OBSERVER,
the foremost Family Religious News: 
paper
subscriberand one new 
And two pew subscribers,
One book 
83,00.
' SPECIMEN COPIES FREE.
NEW YORK OBSERVER,
17  AN9 §§  Park Rpw,
NRW ¥ORK.
E N T E R P R IS E
M A R B L E  W O R K S
R0YERSF0RD, Mont. Co:, Pa.
I would announce to my friends and the public
•  that I am now prepared to furnish
ALL KINDS Of BARBIE WORK
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Monuments and Tombstones, of Italian o1 
American Marble or Granite, in the 
finest and latest designs.
G alvanized  -  R ailings,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different deserip 
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar­
ble Work, for the bases of*
BUILD IN GS, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., ETC
A11 work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and 
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design 
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones 
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different 
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been 
turned out at the E n terprise  Works. Call and 
see me, aiffi get priegg. My expenses are low; 
therefore’!  can isfell accordingly. My motto
II Low prices and fair dealings,
RESPECTFUL!. T,
t oiD. Theo. Buckwalter.June8-ly.
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues 
day, Thursday and Safii^day mornings qf eacl 
week. Thankful to the public for paifc favors ht 
invites continued patronage. Highest cash pricF 
paid for calves.
W M . J. T H O M P S O N ,
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA
C O L L E ' G E V I L L E
-^(Carriage Works
Aft Institution \ f Rational Reputation.
Peirce C o lleg er  
=of B u s in e ss^  
==and Shorthand,
(Record Building, 2df 3d & 4th poors) 
917-919 bhestput' Street, Philadelphia
For years an annual enrolment pf more 
than a thousand students. 1265 students last 
year. A Faculty of thirty specialists. 
M o rn in g ,  A f te rn o o n  a n d  N ig h t  S ession» . 
Private Classes in German and Frencli. 
College Annual, Exgrgises. and
Enrolment‘Bfapk'S, gppuclfipn (q J.'1 “
THOMAS M ay PEIRCE. PH. D.
Principal ind  pounder.
Gwduftte» wecwfUU? fusfsM to pwfiiow
To My Patrons and the Public in 
G eneral!
ARE YOU IN NEED OF A WAGON ?
WILL YOU v\ ANT ONE IN THE SPRING ?
Order it now and get the best for the money. 
You have only to pay one man’s profit.
Spring Wagons a Specialty.
— CALL A N D  LE A R N  S T IL E S  A N D  PR IC ES__
BEFORE BU Y IN G  ELSEW HERE.
Now in Stock and For Sale 2 Three-Spring 
Market Wagons, 2 Express Wagons in good re­
pair, Portland Cotter, Express Sleigh (new), 
one Runabout Wagon.
taF1 Repairing of all kinds promptly attended 
to. Respectfully yours,
We make any style to order and guarantee to 
fit any head without extra charge. All the lead­
ing Fall Stylés now ready In Black and the New 
Brondora Color.
Y O U  S A V E
every hat by buying direct of the manufacturer.
L ow nes & W illiam s,
HAT MANUFACTURERS,
JMay’s B iilii  Main St. Moi Mill,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Ç G ristock & V an d erslice ,^
Collegeville, Pa.,
DEALERS IN
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
L U M B E R ,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
SH IN G LEiS, split and sawed. 
PIC K ET S, CEDAR AND CHESTNL T  
RAILS. • /.
L e h i g h  and Schu y lk i l l
17ap- r . H- q r a t e r .
Hu m p h r e y s ’
D r . H u m p h r e y s ’S p e c if ic s  a r e  s c ie n t if ic a l ly  a n d10 m fu llu  nranaiuH  ... :....,. - --- a . _—
i - . . by the people. Every single Spe­
cific is a  special cure for the disease named.
These Specifics cure w ithou t drugging, purg­
ing or reducing the  system, and a r e ln  fa c t and 
deed the sovereign remedies o f the World.
LIST OF PRINCIPAL NOS. CURES. PRICES.
1 F 'j v e r s ,  Congestion, inflam m ation... . 2 5  
*2 W o rm s ,  W orm  Fever, W orm Colic.. . 2 5
3  C ry in g  C o l ic ,  o r Teething of Infants ,2 5
4 D iarrhea, of Children o r A dults__
5 Dysentery, GripiugjBIliousColic....
6  Cholera Morbus, vom iting__ ... .  .25
7  Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis.........................2 5
8  N e u r a l g i a ,  Toothache,Faceache..........2 5
-  k H e a d a c h e s ,  Sick Headache, Vertigo .2 5
10 Dyspepsia, Bilious Stom ach............. .25
11 Suppressed or Painfnl Periods. «25
1» W hites, too  Profuse Periods.................. 2 5
1 ^  C ro u jg , Cough, Difficult Breathing......... 2 5
C O A L .  -  -  G O A L .
FLOUR,
Corn, Bran, M iddlings,
OATS, LIN SEED  M EAL ,
AND (JAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker's Phosphate, and others. Harrison's 
Town and Country Paint,—second to none ip 
the market. Al§p Harrison's Rough and Ready 
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and 
fencing.
COLLEGEVILLE
O LLER  9s? »H ILLS \
m iRO LLER ILLS!
FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
W HEA T BRAN
Our Own Make and Western, 
cellent Grade.
Ex-
1 4  S a l t  R h e u m ,  Erysipelas, Eruptions.
15 Rheumatism, Rheum atic P a in s ....
1 6  F e v e r  and  A g u e ,  Chills, Malaria.
17 P iles, Blind o r B leeding.................
19 Catarrh. Influenza, Cold in the Head 
| 0  Whooping Cough, Violent Coughs.
.25
.2 5
04  G e n e ra l  D eb ility , Physical Weakness .Sift
¿zT Kidney D isease..................... :L.. V.". .50* 8  Nervous D eb ility ........................  1 . 0 0
30 Urinary W eakness, W etting Bed. .50  
3*  Diseases of theH eart,Palpitation 1.00
Sold by Druggists, or sent postpaid.on receipt of price. 
Db. H u m p h r e y s ’ M a n u a l , (144 pages) richly bound in cloth
a n d  g o ld ,  MAILED FREE.
HUMPHREYS' HKD. CO., I l l  A 113 William St., XewYork.
S P E C I F I C S .
-AND-
PATENTS. TRADE MARKS, COPYfilGHTS, &c.procured iu United States and Foreign Coun­tries. Inventors can consult the unflergigped 
In person or by mail free of charge. Send or 
call for circular. 25 years experience. Branch 
office, Washington, D. C. JOHN A. WIJ5DER- 
SHEIM, 917-918 Chestput St., Phila. 2japly
RYE F E E D
OUR OWN MAKE.
C O R N  B R A N .
a  Full Stock o f all Other Kinds
of Feed,
Wheat ail Rye Wantei at all TIk
P A  1 S T  B R O S .,
COJ.LEGEVILLB, ' — ¡— . PENNA.
